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ordinary cards not good enough
"SE-ti-W ^S“rünt.rM mT=o,ding ,0 Doyle.1 the 

About two weeks ago 0n the idea at first because he communication open with ex®^ve represents the students excessive and the money could
the idea of the Student Union thought the notion of dressing people they work with (i.e. at UNB on a national scale and have been put to better use in
having a photo of the executive up in costumes would look other universities). these cards will make them look other areas. Others feel that
on their Christmas cards was stupid, but after he realized he When asked why cards were |*e f“n .c°'0,pf.raUve. peopl.e: regular Christmas cards would
brought to the Student Union would be Santa, he jokingly not made that could be used She added that the cards would 

. Council. Council approved the said, "I would be disguised in a from year to year, Doyle argued encourage othere to get in touch 
idea and allocated $200 for this Santa suit and everyone else that this year's council could with the UNB Student Union, 
small project would look stupid so I agreed to not determine what next year's She describes the cards as a

According to Wayne Carson, it » council would do. She says personalized thaidcyou with a
Student Union President, it was Kim Doyle, feels "it is a they might not even give out specif toirch to tnem .
felt that this would be a good good idea". She says that part cards so it would only be wasted Mudents at unb seem 
way to show appreciation to *■ 
students who worked on the Jl 
Student Union, but did not|l 
receive honorariums.

In addition the cards would | 
be sent to groups on campus 
that the Student Union comes in 
contact with throughout the 
year, and other universities 
across Canada that the Student 
Union has received cards from.

The cards have a picture of 
the executive: Wayne Carson; ,
Kim Doyle, VP Finance of 
Administration; Gary Clarke,
Vice President (external) and 
Stéphane Comeau, Vice 
President Activities with a 
small Christmas greeting and 
their signed names. James Gill,
VP (internal) is not on the card.

' One hundred cards were made
up at a cost of around $90.

% 1 When asked why the Council
did not go with ordinary —

EEBE5 Fourteen women murdered
sSssKsni at University of Montreal

i IÏLtoc haslm fiw (toitol «dth= Un'wrsUy of “’rte gunman also wounded $600 after getting a $10 permit imeh and every student at the

but Carson said the, "- women ami four men. ùvmf Quebec Prov,notai
only had 50-60 and they needed Cmadian history. Two of the wounded me m Hl?gs on the Parliment with you. '
m0^- . • , A man who appeared to be in critical condition building and all Federal Letter of sympathy were sent

Cards have been receved his twenlies entered the first o*er eleven were smdto be out building to ^ universU/of Montreal
from other universities over the floor cafeteria in the Uni- of danger early T^ursctoy. The 8s “ f ^ from UNB, STU and AIESEC.
past week, yet Carson says he versitys Engineering building gunman then shot himself. loweredjn^memory ot tne ^ Bnmswickan understands
has yet to see any ° er wielding a .223 calibre storm . On behalf of the students at that a vigil will be held which

y university have cards published ^ge semi-automatic rifle and An apparent hatred for University of New Bruns- is tentatively planned for
in this way. Usually they either killed ^ women. He pro- women was behind the lone Union would Monday, December 11 at 4:30
are ordinary Christmas cards or cecded up to the second floor, gunmans rampage A note wide.^ÜieSmdentUnion wmua jn fronl of Head Hall.

f have a scenic picture of the walked into a classroom and was found on his body com- re„ref to die More details will be forth
university on the card. ordered the men and women to plaining about feminist who ^ ^ of those students- coming. All women and men

Asked why generic cards sc^e. ru.ned his life and how he fa^^^ ul«es of those student J*, to ^
% were not made instead of cards He shot six women in the would take revenge on womem of For more information
p **1 would never be used m the ciassr0om and another in an . An owner of a g i'aXociation des Etudiantfe) de contact Raymond Shred 454-

future, Carson said that the cards admi„ismuion office. He then shop said that the^nfle the la Xpdvtechniiue of to 9607 (H) 453,4707 (paych
. would only get lost over the wcnl 0„ gie third floor where gunman used could be Cole Po^tKhnique 01 me vk

summer months. "It is cheaper |.c s(,ot four more women in purchased in any gun shop for Umvcrsile De Montreal.

1
by Allan Carter

T

serve their point while some 
students feel it is a fine idea and 
$90 is not a big waste of money 
and isn't much to spend to wish 
someone a Merry Christmas. 1

m< - +&\i - m Santa and his 
elves. % i - li. i i

m

Student Union 
President and 
Council 
Executives 
dressed in 
Christmas garb 
for personalized 
Christmas card.
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Wife assault cases need more priority %
NI

ccharges. Some judges excused has shown to what extent recommended that sentences
the offender too readily by enforcement of a law can be imposed on wife assaulters
talking of his being under effective in preventing criminal reflect the seriousness of the
stress, for example." behaviour. The same could be assault and include, whenever

A recent survey of some done for wife assault." possible, mandatory coun-
assaulted women in Fredericton The Advisory Council selling; and that the provincial

recommends that an inform- government take an active role
ation campaign be organized to , in the fight against sexism and 
increase public awareness that sexual discrimination. Equity
violence in relationships is a programs should be adopted to

lationships and the Justice"We know how many 
television sets there are in New System".
Brunswick but we don't have The official Department of 
statistics on the number of Justice count of charges laid is 
wife assault cases", said Jeanne 47 for all of New Brunswick in
d'Arc Gaudet, Chairperson of 1988., However, the RCMP - ,
the New Brunswick Advisory alone report laying 165 such showed that only one in three 
Council on the Status of charges. " report that the police played a
Women, in releasing a study The Advisory Council also positive role when she called
on male violence in relation- asked each police force in New for help. ... ,
ships Brunswick to provide statistics. v "Our research demonstrates crime and to promote equality create equality between the

"Statistics are a first step to The RCMP and about half of that there are gaps in the / between the sexes,
dealing with an issue We the municipal forces complied. application of the Criminal Training sessions for police
should give wife assault A total of 973 domestic dispute Code in cases of male violence and other interveners were also research has been presented to
enough priority to keep a count calls had been answered by in relationships. A law can called for in order to end the
of the cases reported and the those forces who replied. But help in the prevention of crime tendency to minimize the
charges laid. Recommend- the statistics are inconsistent 10 *e extent that potential seriousness of the crime and to
ations to that effect were made "How else to explain that in criminals are certain of arrest provide a uniform and fair and Community Services and
to the government 10 years Moncton, population 54,000, and of appropriate penalty. response to these calls. Justice,
ago. We urge the government police report they received 32 The law on impaired driving The Advisory Council also
to order all police forces in the calls in 1988, while in
province to compile these Edmundston, population
statistics," said Ms. Gaudet 11,000, police answered 119 

"What statistics do exist calls? Does Edmundston really
show that few charges are laid have 20 times the level of
in cases of wife assault. The violence of Moncton?", asked
Advisory Council calls on the Ms. Gaudet.
Solicitor General to issue a "Our research also studied the 
clear directive to all police practices and attitudes of
forces in the province to lay interveners, such as police and
assault charges in all cases prosecutors", said Ms. Gaudet.
where they have reason to "We found that the attitude of
believe that an assault did some of the police chiefs and
occur, just like they do in cases police officers in New Bruns-
of serious assault between wick were clearly part of the treated to a variety of dishes

from all over the world. The 
Board of International 
Students hosted a function

NEWS NEWS 
, NEWS NEWS I> 
NEWS NEWS Nl

sexes.
The Advisory Council

the Premier and to the min
isters concerned with the issue, 
the Solicitor General, Health

by Marc Me

Since tin 
Court of Ca 
Singh, wher 
administrât] 
was no ex<

International cuisine sample
The Faculty Club was filled 

with people from all 
nationalities who mixed and 
chatted about food, politics, 
winter and music. The event 
represented the first official 
gathering of International 
students for the year and the 
Board of International Student 
Executive along with the 
presidents of the various 
organizations were quite 
pleased with the outcome of 
the event

interchange, guests sampled 
dishes from Kenya, China, 
Turkey, Malaysia, India, 
Trinidad and Guyana. The 
food was prepared by 
International students attached 
to the various cultural 
organizations on campus. 
The dishes included richly 
flavoured beef stew, seasoned 
rice from China, delicious 
fresh fruit cocktails prepared 
by the Malaysian students; 
spicy meat dishes from India; 
curried dishes from the 
Caribbean among other exotic 
selections.

by Brunswickan Staff 
writer Re<

On a chilly Friday night last 
week a number of students, 
faculty, and members of the 
Fredericton community were

By Pierre $

problem that assaulted women 
face. Some police represent
atives told us these were 
"garbage calls"; some said wo-

like to be beaten. Some Nations" which proceeded a
seminar on Caribbean Cuisine 
in the Faculty Club, UNB.

In an atmosphere of cultural

strangers", said Ms. Gaudet 
The only statistics available 

from the Department of Justice 
are the number of charges laid 
in cases of assault between 
partners, but these are clearly 
inaccurate, according to the re- 
prat, "Male Violence in Re-
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police officers and victim 
services representatives discour
age victims from laying

Wednesday Night Movies
Coming Jan. 10

.

BATMAN>

-

Showtimes 7:00 and 9:30 
MacLaggan 105
Admission $ 1

presented by the
UNB Student Union

Althouj 
Society's 
officially 
two addi 
movies h 
benefit sc 
Bank. Or 
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I INumber of claimants 
seeking refuge has risen

Council 
en ted to 
lie min- 
ie issue, 
, Health 
ices and

A
so>

;4

approximately 16,000 refugee 
claims have been made with 
over 50% of those being made 
in Toronto. As of October, 
Fairweather said that over 
10,000 claims have been 
heard, of which 90% have 
been accepted as valid refugee 
claimants. Fairweather was to 
meet Barbara McDougall, the 
Minister of Employment and 
Immigration, for the first time 
this week to discuss the 
Board's first full year of 
operation.

Gordon Fairweather, 
Chairman of the new 
Immigration and Refugee 
Board, said he is confident all 
new refugee claimants after 
January 1989 will receive a 
fair and "oral hearing to test 
their claim". Fairweather was 
less than positive when asked 
about the 85,000 file backlog 
of claimants that arrived in 
Canada before the January 
1989 start of Board hearings, 
he agreed "clearing the 
backlog will take time".

Fairweather's solution to

the systematic backlog is for 
the court's to "stay out" of the 
determination process and to 
let the Board do its job. 
Although empathizing with 
the Government on its use of 
amnesties for clearing 
backlogs, Fairweather voiced 
his concern with the message 
being sent out to would be 
refugee claimants. He stated 
the message is "get into the 
system any way you can and 
wait for an amnesty to

refugee claimants natural 
justice, the number of 
claimants seeking refuge in 
Canada has risen sharply, said 
an Immigration and Refugee 
Board official speaking to 35 
students at the Law School 
last Thursday.

by Marc Mercier

Since the 1985 Supreme 
Court of Canada decision in 
Singh, where it was held that 
administrative convenience 
was no excuse to denying

as filled 
>m all 
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various 
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;Recruiting drive 
held

1

happen".
Since January of this vear

By Pierre St. Amand their background.
The people are then asked to 

write a short test of military 
aptitude. At this point several 
documents (proof of age, social 
insurance, etc.) will be 
required. Having gone through 
these formalities, prospective 
joiners will then be given a 
battery of tests to measure their 
aptitudes and medical fitness.

General military training 
starts in January with military 
law, rifle training, rank 
structure, and field training.

In addition to providing 
guaranteed 
employment, the militia offers 
op|X>rtunities in many areas of 
interest as well as the 
op|X>rtunity to travel around 
the world with members of the 
regular force.

■

On November 23 the 
recruiting team of the first 
Baiallion rural. N.B. regiment 
(militia) held a recruiting drive 
here on campus.

The recruiting drive was set 
up by officer cadet Richard 
Fenelly.
, Aimed at students who do 
not want a full time military 
career, the drive was held from 
12 pm to 2 pm in the Blue 
Lounge of the Sub. 
organizers were quite surprised 
wiih the - turnout. The 
application procedure is quite 

Those

3
Jp

9
ML

:

"The
!summer

» straight forward, 
wi Nhing to apply will be asked 
to submit information and 
allow the recruitment center to 
perform various inquiries about t

Cadet Fenely showing equipment to interested students.

Tibbits/Jones visit York
Manor

Movies 
to be added

i
0 and said that the senior citizens makes them (the senior citizens)

On December 5 about 75 look forward to thier visit every feel good, but makes him feel
residents of Jones and Tibbits year. good for doing it for them. He said
went to York Manor, a senior Gerry Hughes, who was Santa that it is an experience that 

Although the UNB Film P m- on December 15 and 16, citizens complex in Fredericton. Claus, described a touching reinforces how important it is to
and will feature the superb This is a traditional event that moment when one of the nurses do things for the elderly. He plans

0
officially ended last weekend, 1951 production of "A Tibbits and Jones houses organize asked him to go into an elderly, to back again next year,

additional weekends of Christmas Carol", starring each year. Christinas carols along blind woman’s room. She had
Alastair Sim. This film with the giving out of gifts by, been too sick to take part in the
should offer the exam-stricken Santa Claus events. After Santa said hello, she
university community a much- to all senior citizens in York felt his beard and realized who he

was. Santa said he could see tears

<
two

Chretien tomovies have been added, as 
benefit screenings for the Food
T^embe/1 S^arid" 9 ^a?*7^00 needed opportunity to take a Manor are part of the event 

nm three episodes from break and work up some Each year, after all the gifts in her eyes.
1960's TV serials will be Christinas spirit. are given out the students walk Norma Maclennan House
chrt_._. -xhp Adventures of Th® regular admission price down the halls and sing Christmas President of Tibbits said "it is nice 
R ckv and Bullwinkle", of $3.00 will be waived for carols before they leave. to see the residence system being
"Tarzan 'The Ultimate these showings; people This year of a total of 184 active in the community of
Weapon'" and "Batman - wishing to attend are asked, in senior citizens in the complex, Fredericton and doing something 
•Shoot a Crooked Arrow’". 1‘eu °f 80 admission fee, to about 100 senior citizens took part for others especially in this festive 
xL °» QrP enmp of the most make a donation to the Food in the event Kathleen season. She remembers when they
1 e .. n j nf q.g Bank. Donations will be Brannen, Residence Council went over to York Manor last year
memoraD , yy accepted at the door. President of York Manor expressed and the senior citizens could not
81 ies * decades aco Remember, these screenings her appreciation to the students get over the fact that the students
S(Tif,S d >./ the Kim ‘ are for â good cause; so come, after all the gifts were distributed, really wanted to do this for them.
Societv's^ood Bank benefit be entertained, and do your part In a touching speech she gave a Barry Landry, Social Chairman 
weekends lakes place at 7:00 in tiding ihe Food Bank.

/ ............... •■i-ra-.Yrriir^

speak at UNB
On December 8, the 
Honourable Jean Chretien will 
be speaking at Ludlow Hall 
(Room 2) at 2:15 p.m. The 
topic of discussion is 
"Challenge for Canada". The 
UNB law school speaker's 
hour, is presenting this event 
and everyone is welcomed to 
attend. xheartfelt thanks to both residences at Jones said that it not only

/ /
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"A Sour Start for the
Season" S

The news about the gruesome mass murder in Montreal is still sinking in.
The shock we feel is inevitable. The combination of a mass murder, followed 
by a suicide, in what would seem to be an inexplicable act of insanity is
frightening especially for University students like ourselves. There are very |Co-Offest Editor..........
few features of this incident which would suggest that a similar thing could I Co-Offset Editor..........
not happen here at UNB. God forbid that we should be subjected to that kind I Assistant Offset Editor 
of terror. However, we are compelled to stare into the face of our society 
and ask a few hard questions. Can the behaviour of this murderer be seen as a 
reflection on the moral state of our society; or was his act a fluke of history - 
an ugly aberration with no ties to this age, but merely a quality of the human I Advertising Manager 
condition?

It se 
Brunswickan 
weekly maga 
satisfy the ne

The
of and about
among the sti 
perspective >Distractions Editor. 

Photo Editor........... large.
The

are willing tc 
few year age 
which I obje 
devote time t 
in pursuing tl 
in putting to; 
Department ;

Advertising Design
Business Manager. 
Graphic Artist.......The report on the radio indicated that he did make a distinction between 

males and females. It is also significant that he separated the women from the 
men and that he declared that the women were all "feminists". It is also clear 
that he calculatedly opened fire on the women, killing fourteen of them. 
Whatever his other motives were, it is apparent that women were his primary 
target. This fact is both shocking and telling.

For those who have lost their daughters in this act of brutality, Christmas 
will not be a pleasant affair. It is hoped that somehow the season may bring 
comfort rather than pain and longing in the midst of such tragedy. Many 
others will likely experience tragic moments this Christmas,and many will be 
afdieted with a sense of loneliness and isolation in the midst of the feasting 
and dancing. Perhaps, those of us who are more fortunate should be sensitive 
to these things during the season.

STAFF THIS ISSUE In
"distressing 
significant r 
political fori 
students. T 
broaden thei 
"political for

Byron Clairoux, Miroslav Wiesner, Glen Vienneau, Matin Yaqaz, 
Kelly Craig, Pamela J. Fulton, Edet Foluso Archibong, Dwight 

Kostjuk, Marc Mercier, Andrea Gaudet, Wayne Egers, Tara 
Halluer, Martina Molyreaux, Peter Ferguson, PJ, Loma Drew, 
Norma Watts, Pierre St.Amand, Bobby Keays, Jayde Mockler, 

Chris Kane, irk The
any reasons 
paranoia in ! 
bilingualism 
cultural heri 
semitism see

V

Typesetters Extraordinare: I ai
should be at 
least rudime 
know better 
the commen 
process of le

Melanie R. Hawkes, Lynne Wanyeki, Helene 
McNeil, Josee Guidry, Diana MaitreFinally, the Brunswickan wishes all our readers a pleasant holiday. We 

hope that you will enjoy success in your exams and we look forward to 
serving you next term. We will be losing one of our long-standing editors at 
the end of this term. Steve Griffiths, our able and innovative Entertainment 
editor will be moving on after given us stalwart service. We wish the Brit, 
happy hunting in the salmon ponds and promise that his tradition of 
compelling writing will be aspired to with great zeal. So long Steve.

It is
would have 
novice will iThe Brunswickan. in its 124th year of publication, is 

Canada's oldest official student publication. The 
Brunswickan's offices are located in Rm 35 of the Univer
sity of New Brunswick's Student Union Building, P.O. 
Box 4400, College Hill, Fredericton N.B., E3B 5A3. Tel. 
453-4983.

The Brunswickan is published by Brunswickan Pub
lishing Inc. and printed with flair by Global Printing & 
Binding Inc., Fredericton, N.B.

Subscription is $25 per year. Second class mail is in 
effect - #8120.

Local Advertising rates are available from The Brun
swickan. (506) 453-4983. National advertising rates are 
available from Youthstream Canada Ltd., 1541 Avenue 
Road, Suite 203, Toronto, Ont. M5M 3X4, Tel: (416) 787- 
4911.
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THE ROLE OF A 
STUDENT PAPER

By Melanie R. Hawkes

Well, this is it This is the last Mugwump for first term AND the 
final Mugwump for the 1980’s!! Can I handle this responsibility??

Why do profs always keep giving students assignments right up until 
the last day of classes? Couldn't they go a little easier the final 
week? Just maybe we poor students could find a chance to do some 
extra study and actually do well in some of our courses. Qi is the 
objective to fail us?

by Matin Yaqzan - Assistant Professor
Department of Mathematics 

and Statistics

It seems self evident that a student paper of today, published on a weekly basis like the 
Brunswickan, need not dispense news and entertainment as a daily newspaper would do, or even like a 
weekly magazine. Our society has an abundance of these, along with radio and television broadcasts to 
satisfy the needs of most students.

The main reason for the existence of a university student paper must be: (i) to inform students 
of and about different events and activities on the campus, (ii) provide a means of communication 
among the students, and (iii) to reflect on the problems of life - political, social, economic, etc., from a
perspective which is more intellectual and less emotional, as against what is true in the society at | Do yQU children believe Santa Clause exists? I

every mall has a Santa, each one looks and sounds different and he's 
only here a month early. Seems a bit obvious, don't ya think.

Why not start school earlier in the summer and finish exams a week 
earlier? Every other university finishes days before us, but not UNB! 
Wo have to study practically 'till Christmas Eve. So please 
everyone, NO Christmas Spirit, NO Singing Carols and definitely 
NO Spreading Christmas Cheer until we’re done our exams.
And Bahumbug.

mean,
large.

The complaint on the part of the "editorial staff of the Brunswickan that not enough students 
are willing to contribute their time and talent towards the paper, is not new. It is almost perennial. A 
few year ago, an editor of the Brunswickan used some foul language in referring to {his problem, to I what about ^ jerk in Montreal who massacred all those innocent 
which I objected, and expressed my sympathy with the vast majority of students who seem unable to How can anyone ^ ^ miserable to have to cause so much
devote time to the production of a newspaper. I believe that most students who are seriously interested . f ■ and suffering for ^ many other families? What a selfish 
in pursuing their studies, not directly related to language and journalism, can ill afford the time required *n obviously the guy must have had some kind of deep hatred 
in putting together a newspaper. I suggested that the Brunswickan seek some help from the English lowards women. The problem sparking his psycho behaviour was
Department and reduce the number of its pages to about 8. _ , probably as simple as his girlfriend dumping him.

In the last week’s Opinion column, Luis Cordoso (a student?, a faculty member?) refers to 1
"distressing student apathy" and goes on to advise that "The Student Union should play a more i Have you ever noticed how very complicated it is to get any help or 
significant role in rallying students to worthy causes; it can make students aware that they are a co„operation from clerks or receptionists? For example, I ask the 
political force that cannot be ignored . I believe that his advice is misguided and harmful to the I cjcr|^ ^ ^ airport desk "Do you have a ticket for Mary Smith? I'm 
students. The primary purpose of the students being at a university is to acquire knowledge and surposed to pick it up here."
broaden their intellectual horizons; it should be the least of their concerns to establish themselves as a I » ^. j have no record of you, are you sure you're supposed to pick 
"political force". Such ambitions can wait until they have achieved their educational goals. jt up h'ere«>»

The columnist also parenthetically accuses me of paranoia and anti semitism, without giving „) i 5 j was wld {0 pick u ^ ^re „0, tomorr0w but tndnvnnlv " 
any reasons or examples, and incites students to do the same. He is unable to recognize his own Wd, ^ Ve told ^ story she ^ flgurc out what the problem 
paranoia in seeing anti-semitism and Nazis all around him, for example in people who oppose forced 
bilingualism, COR, or those who question some historical figures and are afraid that their religious and 
cultural heritage is being destroyed, like Malcom Ross. The world has radically changed and anti
semitism seems to be a phoney problem.

I agree with the Brunswickan editorial of December 1, that "the ideal editors of this paper 
should be at least literate. Those students who write for the paper can be expected to demonstrate at
least rudimentary competence in the English language........ Progress will be made, when those who
know better come forward to assist those who are seeking to develop". However, I do not agree with 
the comment that "We will not be able to achieve these ends without a period given to the tedious 
process of learning through practice".

It is understood that the students who would take the leadership roles in the Brunswickan staff, 
would have had some experience in the past, either at UNB or elsewhere as apprentices, and a complete 
novice will not be expected to put together a newspaper. Here are some suggestions.

■ ;■]
3

i

1

in Yaqaz, 
Dwight 
.Tara 
Drew, 

[ockler,

is so she goes and gets another person to come and help. You have 
to re-tell them the whole story. They punch a few buttons on the 
computer and shuffle a few papers. They still don't know. So, 
another clerk comes along who you're so privileged to tell the story 
to them also. I think everybody just likes to know what's going on, 
but no one really wants to do anything about it. Well finally, the 
whole thing sorts itself out and you find you were right all along if 
only they looked a little bit.elene

i
e Well, I know we've just about talked this next subject to death, but 

here I go.

What about all these snow storms lately? There's nothing worse than 
having every other institution closed down due to the snow, except j 
UNB. Then one kills themselves to get to school and can't find a 

1) Hire or enlist two proof readers-possibly in consultation with someone in the Department of I place to put the car. None of the parking lots are ploughed out. Then 
English, who might be able to recommend suitable students. It should take no more than four hours of one has to wade through 2 feet of snow to get to classes, only to find

that all of them are cancelled. You realize of course, that if you didn't 
show up, the class would have been held as scheduled.

i!
ation, is
1. Ih£
Univer- 
ng, P O. 
\3. Tel. time each week, and need not be too expensive.

tl
;an Pub- 
inting &

fl2) Each editor should be individually responsible for the quality of the material published under his/her I We|if i m no goj„g to stand for this crummy weather anymore. I’m 
guidance. It should be his or her responsibility to make sure that there are few factual errors, like the out Gf here in 12 days. My boyfriend, Trevor and I are going umoq 
statement that a fetus up to 12 weeks is no more than a blob of red blood. The Chief editor should have | J3p„Q to catch some rays for 3 weeks while the rest of you freeze up 
the authority to delete or stop publication of material which he/she considers in bad taste. here. Can't say I feel too bad about it.nail is in

Hope you have a Merry Christmas and Santa Claus finds you. 
Best wishes for exams.

P.S. I'll send you a postcard!

P.S.S. 'Hi Dad!!'

te Brun-
3) I recall that the title "Blood & Thunder" was introduced by the hippie generation of students, and can 
have the unfortunate implication that whatever is published under this heading need not be taken too 
seriously. UNB does have some very competent students and the Brunswickan has published some very 
well reasoned letters from them, and it would be desirable to change the title to something like 
"Students' Forum" or "Readers' Reaction."

rates are 
Avenue 
16)787-

(TWIShHAS/yt freely

X4) indicate a student writer's major field of study and their year at the University, because while a first 
year student may be excused for certain errors of language, etiquette or maturity of thought, a graduate 
student may not be. This is not to say that some first year students might not be as competent and 
mature as a student at a higher level.

5^

•0 '

v .? 00

5) Since the faculty at UNB do not have a medium of communication of their own, the Brunswickan 
could reserve a comer for "Faculty News and Views", with some deference for the fact that they areata 
different stage in life and may have s different perspective from that of most students, and need not be 
treated exactly like students.

To end at a pleasant note, there was a marked improvement in the editorial content of the Brunswickan 

during this term.
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The changing face 
of modern 

governments
an essay by David S. Gorham

T he events
transpiring in the 
streets of Eastern 
Europe demonstrate 
to us the enormous 
power and efficacy 
that a raw, 
unformed 
democratic spirit 
can have. That 
democratic 
yearning and call 
for reform can 
bring down a well 
entrenched and 
powerfully armed 
government as it 
did in Poland. It 
can force the 
government to 
respond where 
there was only 
stone-faced 
intransigence 
before, as it did in 
East Germany.
This is not violent

ideology object to referendums as 
there is no certainty that their 
goals or ideologies will be the 
ones ultimately accepted. There 
is no certainty for communists, 
capitalist, socialists or any other 
ascendant ideology. The danger 

The Communist parties similarly enrich themselves at the expense 0[ dogmatic ideology maiming
of the broad spectrum of the the society would seem to be 
populace. greater where it is a small

What is required is an organic number of persons ruling. One 
conception of democracy, which person's frailties become 
acknowledges all humans are magnified greatly under an elite 
fallible and that power is best rule. When a large number of 
dispersed across a broad section of citizens, or a more representative 
people and interest. A .îuman sample of the population is 
government which expands and included, then the danger of 
contracts in concert with the ideological tyranny decreases, 
human condition is essential for a The re-vitalizalion of citizen
healthy democracy. The principle participation in government of 
to be put forth is one where the course requires eduction. This 
stress of that human condition is does not mean propaganda or 
spread out over a wide platform 
of minds, attitudes, experience 
and knowledge. All persons are 
unique and all have a different 
experience. People are not 
automations and therefore no one 
rigid system of governance will 
suffice. Government should be 
fluid and organic, absent of stiff, 
mechanically engineered political 
systems. Dogma cannot contain 
human needs and aspirations.

One important suggestion 
which needs be made for 
attaining a human government is 
that we must place a renewed 
emphasis upon referendums and
local plebiscites. Many of those regular contributor to the 
who have a well packaged

c I
<

fagovernment.
The corruption engendered by 

absolute power is not only 
witnessed in the Communist 
parties of Eastern Europe but is 
also evident in the United States. 
The New York City political 
system has for many years been 
ruled by virtual one party rule in 
the form of the Democratic 
machine. The political system ol 
that metropolis is one in which 
is built upon corruption, a 
necessary way of political life. 
What is the source of such 
corruption?

In the case of both the

The corruption 
engendered by 
absolute power is 
not only witnessed 
in the Communist 
parties of Eastern 
Europe, but it is 
also evident in the 
United States.

te
Stu
Wa

enforced endoctrination through a 
compulsory school system, but 
rather, freedom of information in 
an open society. When a 
government, its agencies or 
statutory authorities hoards 
information to the point that 
secrecy becomes a virtue, then it 
has ceased to represent the people 
it claims to. It confirms instead 
that it is a shadow throne, the 
transitory exercise of power for 
the sake of lifeless bureaucracy

UnCommunist parties and the 
Democratic machines or any 
other entrenched political 
machines, the problem is one of 
power. "Power corrupts and 
absolute power corrupts 
absolutely" is the oft quoted 
aphorism of Lord Acton. The 
problem of corruption is often a 
problem with the conception of 
democracy. A small group of 

blit bravery without officials enriches itself whilst the
majority casts a ballot for some 
corrupt official. In the case of 
New York City there is often 
little choice, a choice between 
corruption or more corruption.

Bruns: 
you eval

objective 
set out 
spring?

HgPeople are not 
automations, 
therefore, no one 
rigid system of 
governance will 
suffice^

in

revolution by night Carsoi 
speaking 
has been 
positive ! 
product 
perspecti
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elected li 
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would li 
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still r 
completi 
been ve: 
in the t 
ranging 
manage 
entertai 
external 
commu 
efficien 
clubs a 
financia 
in that 
with car 
has rea 
over th 
year at t 
Student 
all its I 
entertaii 
year an 
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because 
lot of g 
effect, 
able ti 
represe 
every c 
of Gov 
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that’s a

and corrupt guardianship.war. The movement in the 
streets to demand that morally, 
politically and ideologically 
bankrupt regimes either reform or 
give power over to someone else,
k » rtpmanrl fnr human

David Gorham is a Law 
student at UNB and a

Br unswickan.

AWARDS FOR F.XCF.1.1 .F.NCF.
LAST GROG 

OF THE DECADE
IN TEACHING

THE AWARD is dedicated to the late Dr. Allan P. 
Stuart and is to honur persons who are representative of 
outstanding teaching achievement at the University of 
New Brunswick.

Presented by 
the UNB Business Society

ELIGIBILITY: A candidate must teach at least one 
3 credit-hour undergraduate course during each term of 
the academic year at the University. It is not expected 
that the nominees should excel in all criteria listed on the 
nomination form, but they should be qualified in most 
categories. Individuals are not eligible if they have been 
previous recipients of the Award.

FRIDAY DEC. 8th 
SUB Rm. 26 

3 - 6 pm
NOMINATION: Candidates for the Award are pro

posed and recommended to the Senate Committee on 
Quality of Teaching by students and faculty of the Uni
versity.

The basic information required is contained on the 
Nomination Forms, which are available from the Univer
sity Secretary, Fredericton: the Dean of Faculty, Saint 
John; the Student Council, Saint John or Fredericton; 
and Faculty offices. No one mav nominate or support 
more than one candidate.

Send nominations to the University Secretary, 
Room 110, Old Arts Building, UNB Fredericton, or to 
the Dean of Faculty, UNB Saint John.

Be there 1er 
The Final Port», of

the 80’ett
Prizes from:

UNB Business Society 
Labatts
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The following is the first of a three part 
mlerview with. Student Union President Wayne 
Carson. This week Carson evaluates the * - 
performance of the Student Union during this 
term. The text includes selected quotes from 
Carson's responses to the questions asked 
our Bruns Reporter.

student body is not aware 
of what councillors are up 
to. So, second term that is 
one thing I will spend more 
time working at. This does 
not mean we haven't spent 
some. We have a weekly 

Carson: I don't belive column in the Gleaner. We 
there was any real failure, have the Student Union 
To date we haven't picked page (I am not happy with 
up a project or an issue and that in its entirety) but on 
not dealt with it effectively.
Or we haven't picked up..
. .1 guess you can look at have begun working on 
the sex pamphlet and say earlier - which is SUB

expansion.
disagree. We as a Student undertaking it about six 
Union firmly believed in th weeks ago I realize now 
idea of distributing the Sex tbe phenomenal amount of 
Pamphlet. However, work involved. But it is 
people disagree. Dr. something that I have 
Downey and I had a personally been convinced 
discussion on it and we Qf the merits of, and the 
were on very opposite ends issue was left in my hands 
of the Spectrum. It was to deal with. It should be 
what some would call a at the stage at the end of 
heated debate. We talked of this term where we, as 
his concerns about the flak student, have determined 
the administration and what we want within this 
Grace Getty received about new building. Do we want 

Bruns: How would we have a large council but Faculty and asked their the pamphlet being a new Student Union
you evaluate this term are also have more people fourth year Marketing distributed form various building? I have learned 
in light of the involved. There is one or course to undertake a parents and alumni. But that not all student perceive
objectives that were two areas where I wish we marketing research plan for again, I simply explained the same needs that I do
set out by council last were further ahead, but its us and in effect it is an to the University our and so next term it will be a
spring? difficult to say. We've all, opinion/attitude survey, position. We canle, we major feat if we are able to

(the executive) each of us So they came up with a disagreed; it was that negotiate an agreement to
Carson: Generally with the exception of the questionnaire. There were simple. There was a expand the building. And
speaking I think this term last two weeks, have spent about a hundred responses disagreement but it was whether you see a signed
has been very successful, easily forty to fifty hours a to the questionnaire which one jn which we believe agreement or money set
positive and tremendously week in the offices covers all aspects of our we were justified in doing aside for certain I believe
productive from our working and that in itself is operations including our and if i were doing it over, you will see progress,
perspective. Earlier in the a lot of time. And when external image, The j WOuld do it again. It is Once I (I shouldn't say I
enrino uzhpn ii/<* uzere first you multiply that by Brunswickan, CHSR, not something that I would because it is not just
J? , t M„r_h - twenty-three councillors, Campus Entertainment, say [s a faiiUre by any myself) but once the SUB
, kim anH iHpntifipH the again all spending a CFS; the legal information means. It's a decision Expansion Committee

that we minimum of probably three programme. So, in fact it which was a little bit determines the additional
P ... f nn of four hours and some of will give us some really controversial in the eyes of requirements of the 
w *’ them fifteen-twenty per solid information with not oniy the administration building, it's a matter of

week, in effect we've had a which to compare our but some students as well, going to the students and 
lot of people doing a lot of action. but on a whole and the saying: "Do you think
work. And I think the This opinion Attitude comments that I've been these requirements arc
results are evident from our survey will be good for us able to perceive, I think it necessary from your point

because it will, in effect, was a wise thing to do. of view, because you're
help indicate our progress There were two things that gonna be asked to vote on

Bruns: What would to date, and tell us what j thought were by no a referendum to pay one
you say is the single areas the students are means failures but with third of the cost cv a new

important interested in. The final hindsight were areas that I building - set aside twenty 
achievement of the report will be available WOuld improve upon. The to twenty-five dollars?"
Student Union this Thursday. (The other two first one is; I would have And the students will

the Union's spent more time on P.R. probably say "no" unless
involvement in CFS and within the University we really convince them of

Of all the Campus Entertainment). community because the the merits of it.

Bruns: What would
you regard as your 
most significant i 
failure this term?by

rendums as 
lat their 
ill be the 
;ed. There 
nmunists, 
r any other 
he danger 
maiming 
m to be

Carson: ”No 
failures this

the whole it's not bad. The 
second one is one I should

mall
"is that a failure". Iling. One After

me
to an elite 
imber of 
xesentative 
don is 
gerof 
«leases, 
of citizen 
rnment of 
ion. This 
;andaor 
an through a 
ystem, but 
ibrmationin 
en a 
ciesor 
xwds 
)int that 
irtue, then it 
at the people 
rms instead 
rone, the 
power for 

ueaucracy
ship.

s a Law 
and a 

>r to the

term”
Student Union President
Wavne Carson evaluates the 1 ^ "
Union's efforts this term.

fi

#

i

A i that time, we identified 
twenty-one. Since then we 
have identified another 
five, so, in effect, we are
projects^and"iyueTno^aH perspective, 
of which have come to a 
full resolution. About five 
or six have been completed 
and the other twenty-one 
still remain to be 
completed. I think we've 
been very comprehensive 
in the tasks undertaken; r H.
ranging fromquestions ihal is the most 
management to ca p difficult one, because my 
entertainment; to our joh ^ large part is to kccp
external view within t ^ cntire Student Union in 
community; to mo e context and to make sure 
efficient running of o ^ all of its parts and 
clubs and societies (and functions arc receiving 
financial controls m place pmper attenti0n and it's 
in that matter). Our role difficult to nick out one and
with campus entertainment ban£l _ That's the term. Griffiths has been editor
has really turned around s*y Significant for^y^- ,

the last vear Last mo?t Significant Griffiths has several other
_ _ at this nnint in time the ac hievement. Also, commitments such as a graduate 

hlïTînent twenty-one of our projects lhesis 0n the Molecular 
Student Union had spent and issues m characterization of surface
all its Budget o P going. But what I did structures associated with selected 
entertainment for the whole ®ianage to do was I came bacterial pathogens affecting
year and, to date, we are with three areas that I Atlantic Salmon,
under budget, and it s been *’ ht were significant Though Griffiths is able to rely 
because of hard work and a nrhi * ments The first on at ,east three writers whose 
lot of good promotion. In d the "0ne that I work he finds "e*lremely
effect, we've also been .obethe most stimulating-. He feels .here is.able ’to ensure student lh£ ££ overaU.a lack of dependabie staff

£P”r.ee°inaS <>eu„ with this term is the

of Governors, Senate and 
the Student Union. I think 
that's a first. Not only do

most

term? were

!
Uncle Stevie steps down i

FHi.nr «îtPVÊ to "P1** 80,1160116 85 innovative "please find it within yourself to 
Grtffidufof die Brunswickan has g»f.*» ■> *■l«^ K,

decided that he will be finished as In response Griffiths said news sec
Entertainment Editor at the end of .................................................................................. (

m
£
wof >
H
n
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for the section.
According to Editor in Chief 

opinion attitude survey. Kwame Dawes, the Entertainment 
We had approached the Section is open to Griffiths if he 
Business Administration is available. "It will be very hard

■

Griffiths
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VIEWPOINT Question: AU I want for Christmas is...

(
:

- IS
;

a?

à■

B.B.Cl.ris
A six foot blonde (with four foot legs). Money! Money! Money! A pass, a crash and a smash down the chimney. Censored

a
* • ; !

. - Â
1 ;

■ *-
r Bf *„ <p fl ^ !• ■■ ;■ Ü 1 ^

■::

■ <.
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w,§ : 1

Tracy Doiron
Peace, Goodwill & a case of Bacardi

Someone or something 
tied up in a big red ribbon.

Caihy Greg 
Good Skiing.

An A! any A!

i

.ft» / 1 Tm§u®u7 AoV)h !
k
k

•«rtf \ mk I
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fir.)k WE'VE SAVED 
THE BEST FOR LAST!

♦

Festive Splendor It's hi 
harclt
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A

f NEW YEARS EVES;- theo ■m I
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 31st 
OPEN 6:00 PM - 2:00 AM

comp0m
wiIf IS;

♦
I

si * Prizes
* Top 89 

Countdown
* Party Favours
* No Cover Charge
* COME EARLY

. o
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FALL
CONTACT LENS 

SPECIAL

THS BRUNS WICK, AN 
CHRISTMAS LIST

Dear Santa,

The Brunswickan editors and staff have all been good boys and girls this 
year. Here are a few things that we would like to get:

-Kwame Dawes would like to jam with Ziggy Marlow or have a newspaper that 
comes out on time.

-Melanie Hawkes would like a new whip.

-Uncle Stevie would like to discover a new micro-organism.

-Tim Judah would like someone to do his Features.
jgSlj "

-Lynn Wanyeki would like Alisier to destroy the negatives from the Bruns party. 

-Allen Carter would like news writers and people to spell his name right 

-Jeremy Earl would like less Mac system crashes.

-Rebecca would like a box of candy canes (big, big ones).

-Mark Savoie would like something in a body size of 36,24,36 

-Tara would like a better job and more time.

.
;m

■ ;
<

;t
.

tv-;4- m

-Miro would like a big graphic to designJ
S ■1-Tim Lynch would like a good co-editor

-Kira Schoch would like to get a Feature done

-Steve Seabrook would like an editorial position all to himself

..

k
•]

. 1
IONS PROMPTLY ARi 3At

-James Taylor would like some anti-cling wear Î
SOFT COLOR LENS 

$200.00
I

-Jennifer Duncan would like a date with M.S.

-Alister Johnstone would like to know why Lynn wants the negatives to be
destroyed

-Denise Holloway would like soft touch keyboards

-the typesetters would like Denise to get her wish

-Giselle Pataki would like just one successful Grad Event

-Wayne (Wayner) Carson would like a nickname that doesn't remind people of a 
hoi dog.

-Stéphane Comeau would like anyone he can get his hands on.

-Gary Clarke would like a more successful (hunting) expedition

-Kim Doyle would like a few employees who understand and a big bottle of 
anything strong and dark.

EXTENDED WEAR LENS
$200.00

«

REGULAR SOFT LENS 
$169.00ü •j

It's hard to beat our prices; but it's even 
harder to beat our service. Included in 

the above special prices is 1 year of 
complete follow-up care absolutely free 

_____ of charge._____

Dr -Marlene #1 would like a gun

-Marlene #2 would like the legal right to use it on any one

-Glenna would like a front row seat to the shooting

-All students would like to pass their exams

And finally I would like to ask for everyone of you to get all your wishes in 
this wonderful holiday season.

So from all of us to all of you, have a very Merry Christmas and a happy 
New Year.

•J

T'l
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CONNAUGHT ST.

<*> WAGGONER'S LANEThe Village *A
my

DUNDONALD ST.
GILLIES OPTICAL

cav-^
SAUNDERS ST. < •V

GILLIES OPTICAL FASHIONS
25 Waggoner's Lane 458-9111
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CONTRACTS New FTHE NEW FAMILY
*»*»*»»*!

Contracts are a part of everyday living. They can be simple or very 
complicated. Basically, a contract is an agreement, written or spoken, 
between two or more persons. It creates an obligation to do or not to do 
something. Contracts protect the parties who enter into them. Usually 
when a contract is entered into, the partus expect something from each 
other, and often will act in reliance on these expectations. Because of this 
reliance, it would be unfair to allow one party to back out on his promise 
to the other party.

HOW IS A CONTRACT MADE VALID AND BINDING ?

The first requirement in making a valid contract is that both partus be 
fully aware of the terms of the contract and its implications. As well, both 
parties must agree on what is expected of them under the contract, and be 
willing to bind themselves to these promises. The final basic requirement 
of a valid contract is that something of value be exchanged between the 
parties. This might be money, a particular object, or even a favor.

WHAT ARE SOME COMMON TYPES OF CONTRACTS?
\

Many people enter into contracts every day without realizing it. A 
contract does not have to involve a long document written in very small 
print. It can be a very simple process, such as paying for something at the 
check-out counter, or accepting a ticket at the dry-cleaners.

SALES CONTRACT: When you buy something at a store, you enter into 
a contract with the store for merchandise in exchange for a sum of money. 
Usually the receipt or invoice contains terms that are favourable to the 
party who has drafted the document, the store. Even if you do not take the 
time to read the terms, they are still binding on you, unless they are very 
unreasonable.

STANDARD FORM CONTRACTS: When you park your car in a parking 
garage, or take cleaning to the dry-cleaners, you will usually receive a 
ticket stub that states “we are not responsible for loss or damage", or 
something to that effect. This is a clause which the business relies upon to 
disclaim any responsibility for your goods. Even if you do not notice the 
clause, it is binding unless it is completely unreasonable.

CANADA STUDENT LOANS: A student loan is a contract negotiated 
between a student and a Canadian Chartered Bank. The student has the 
responsibility of ensuring that all information declared is accurate and that 
the government is kept informed of all changes in the student’s financial 
status. These loans are contingent upon the individual attending an 
approved educational institution.

UNIVERSITY REGISTRATION: When you pay your tuition fees, you 
enter into a contract with the university. In exchange for your payment, 
the university promises to provide you with an education that should result 
in your receiving a degree.

The Editor 
I have a 

might serve tt 
the concerns i 
week's issue, 
modest propt 
has merit, 
this:

by James Gill

One may well laugh at the joke, "God bless Uncle Joe and his roommate Tom, who we're not 
supposed to talk about". This serves to illustrate an inherent hypocrisy in the "family values" we 
supposedly hold in Canadian society.

In arguing against equality for lesbian and gay people, many heterosexists will assert that 
homosexuality runs contrary to "family values". So, too, in arguing against the legal recognition of ; 
same-gender marriages, we hear the argument that the purpose of marriage is procreation, something 
which is impossible in a same gender relationship (for the time being).

In its legal sense the whole nature of marriage is vastly different. Legal marriage is, in the final 
analysis, a special contract between two people. Each party to the agreement gain certain benefits, and 
in recognition of the contract, the state provides further benefits. However, our social system provides 
a vast array of support structures which exist solely to deal with children of unmarried parents, and for 
the parties to a dissolve marriage. Furthermore, the legal benefits which attach to marriage do not 
depend on procreation. So, while the religious concept of marriage may be immutable and have the 
purpose of procreation, our legal system conforms with that concept only insofar as it recognizes the 
religious solemnization of marriages. If the religious principles do not apply to the legal nature of the 
relationship between a woman and a man, then why should they apply to the relationship between two 
women?

If one wishes to make the arguments of family values and the procreative purpose of marriage, that is 
all very well, but they must be made consistently. A moralist cannot pick and choose the morals that j 
he or she will apply to one situation, and in the next breath distinguish them out of another. This does | 
not mean that the moralist can avoid the hypocrisy by simply saying, "I don't agree with divorce or 
having children out of wedlock". For the hypocrisy is perpetuated in the legal structure of society. To 
ague against recognition of same-gender relationships one must also argue for the disestablishment of 
our structures for the dissolution of marriage, and the support of unmarried parents. However much a 
person may not agree with the work done by the family Division of the Court of Queen's Bench, I do 
not see the moralist protesting outside the legislature.

I, for one, feel that the religious arguments have a placeJn the congregation. There is validity in 
these arguments, but only insofar as they apply within that place. Religious views cannot be said to 
be universal to all people because they conflict with the equally valid views of others. Religious truth 
is universal from the perspective of the adherent, but that cannot be blindly applied to a non-believer. 
If my truth differs from another person's who is to judge who is correct? In reality, we both are, but 
we cannot order a society that way, so, we ignore both views, and structure our society not on the basis 
of religious principles, but rather on the basis of secular principles we adopt, such as the equality of all 
people.

The nature of families is changing rapidly. One need only look at the new extended family composed 
of mom, dad, mom's new husband, dad's new wife, all the new step-brothers and step-sisters, and 
mom's new husband's children from his first marriage. The gay and lesbian community will play a 
role in determining those changes, so do not forget Uncles Joe and Tom.

This discussion is particularly appropriate for this time of year. The holiday season is thought of by 
many to be a time for people, especially families, to come together. For many people in the gay, 
lesbian and bisexual community, though, this season only serves to throw into sharp relief their 
alienation from their families. Many lesbians and gay men are, quite simply, not welcome in the 
homes of their families. Others are not welcome in the homes of their lovers' families, often 
estranging their lovers from their families. The holiday season is also a time for children, yet many 
gay fathers and lesbian mothers are separated from their children by homophobic ex-spouses, 
grandparents or in-laws. Surely this runs contrary to "family values".
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LEASE: When you rent an apartment, you enter into a tenancy 
agreement which involves a place to live in exchange for a sum of money. 
A lease binds both the landlord and the tenant to its terms.

Secretary - the worst job 
in the world

WHAT SHOULD YOU KNOW BEFORE ENTERING INTO A CONTRACT?

Before you sign, or give assent to a contract, you should be sure that you 
understand all that it will involve. If you can, you should try to read the 
contract in its entirety. When you sign a contract, even if you have not 
read it, or do not understand it, it is considered to be binding. You 
signature is proof that you did intend to enter into this contract.

It is helpful to include in a contract an outline of what will occur if one 
of the parties should breach his or her obligations.

D. MacDONALD

I wonder where* secretaries fit into the theory of Darwinism, the struggle to 
survive? I haven't witnessed people being treated so badly since I watched re-runs of 
'ROOTS'. Honestly, my heart goes out to you secretaries. You are so underpaid
and taken for granted. There must be plenty of 60-year-old secretaries who have Note: This legal column is written for information purposes only. It is 
been working for 40 years who are only earning $25,000 in 1989. Sure times have m* intended to be a replacement for professional legal advice.
changed, but that's ridiculous! But more disheartening is the wear and tear of nerves, have you seen Dr. Briggs or Weston?1' Another phone
the verbal abuse, the unrealistic demands they must meet, the half-dozen things they call... No more said than done, in walks a physical plant

- must do at one time, the noise, the confusion and the crush of it all! And no matter employee looking for a key to get into one of the rooms,
who is really to blame or why, it's the secretary's fault; she’s the cat's paw. I for He announces "No one seems to be there" (Oh really -

that's unusual). So poor Maggie is up off her seat, gets 
the key, back to her chair when... "Maggie, can you give 
me some pens and a transparency?" Phone rings.

Well I tell you this went on for what seemed like forever. I 
thought to myself - at this rate poor Maggie will never get that 
document done. How can she even concentrate with all the 
distractions. Everyone wants everything right away. Each faculty 
member thinks his/her work is more important than everyone 
elses. And everyone waits to the very last minute. Obviously, 
very few use the work basket that was in front of me, they merely 
shove the wo* in the secretary's face.

Yet it's these unfortunate secretaries who must be at their desk 
7 1/4 hours/day, accounting for every minute, while the rest of the 
department members come and go as they please with no record. 
Just how much leave do Profs get anyway? I've heard there are 
faculty members who teach their classes each day, then run off, 
Sept - April. Damn good pay for 10 hrs/week, summers off, great 
benefits.

one, could NEVER be a secretary.
After class one morning I went into the secretary's office to drop off an 

assignment. I patiently awaited an opportunity to get her attention while I witnessed 
the most incredible series of events. Here Maggie sat (I'll use fictitious names for 
may account), trying to type a document which a prof said he needed right awav.
(ai^l I've seen his writing - WOW). Meanwhile her phone rang three consecutive 
times . . . "Yes, I';; connect you, I'm sorry he's not answering, No, I'm sorry I 
don't know where he is, No I'm sorry I don't know when he'll be back, No he 
didn't tell me, May I take a message, Yes 111 tell him to pick up his daughter". I 
understand the fairly new UNB telephone system is one giant hemorrhoid for the 
secretaries. How nice for them! In between these calls came a pitiful plea from one 
of UNB's finest academicians "Maggie the photocopier is out of paper". Maggie had 
to get the paper, fill the tray for the poor helpless soul, and she no sooner got back to 
her desk when we both heard "Maggie the machine is jamming". It's hard to believe 
a PhD recipient cannot follow super simple instructions on the Xerox and do it 
himself after 15 years use. Back to her desk, Maggie answers the phone, and while 
sne is talking on the phone, is rudely interrupted, (so help me 1 witnessed it) by
another Instructor. "Maggie can you send this out purolator this morning"! Can't he Anyway, back to Maggie... She's on the phone again! Maybe
see she’s busv on the ohone trvine to listen and write down a messagç7 I mean that's 1,1 just slip my assignment under his door! Poor Maggie. Give 
just plain ignorant As she hangs up, another ignoramus charges in froht of me... • her a break would ya!

Yours (al 
Dwayne

* 3VlO .3
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MM*
editing/proofing is so detailed. 
I strongly suggest that the 
"critic" take his/her time and 
put it to better use.Jike going 

Henry to Room 35 in the SUB and

RegretsFair two arms, two legs, and red 
blood, maybe you'll see your- % 
self as not being so different 
afterall. Finally, James, don't 
make such generalizations, (the 
unfortunateness of young Jew
ish children during Christmas), 
if they are based on your own 
upbringing and frustration of 
not being able to appreciate the 
joys of life.

New Proposal
Dear Editor,*» **

*le or very 
or spoken, 
r not to do 
i. Usually 
from each 
vue of this 
tis promise

TO:REPLY
Snuffaluffagous (the man of actually work on the paper. 
Neville who is not man enough Perhaps once the critic sees 
to print his real name) and the what it takes to put out a 
men of Neville... weekly publication the

My initial reply to you criticism will be tempered with 
regarding my decision not to understanding, 
support the bedpush was strictly Mr. Dawes admits the paper 
personal and based solely on the can be improved and it is that 

, individual making the request, attitude which must be noted 
No members of my house, or and appreciated. It is one 
committee were aware of it If which is positive and 

, you look closer you will notice obviously shared by the other 
the response you received was staff members. They accept 
signed" by Keith Morrison not constructive criticism, even 
Keith Morrison, on behalf of encourage it, and then the

criticism or suggestion is acted

The Editor
I have a proposal which 

might save to address some of 
the concerns mentioned in last 
week's issue. Though it is a 
modest proposal, I believe it 
has merit. My proposal is 
this:

Dear Editor,
This letter is in reference to 

James Gill's last article of In 
the Pink, whereby, he made the 
comparison of being Jewish in 
a Christian dominated society 
to that of being a homosexual ' 
in a society dominated by 
heterosexuals. Gill stated in 
his article, that the hype of the 
Christmas season was unfair to 
young Jewish children who

Because Jesus Christ, and 
those who try to follow His 
example, obviously dedicate 
their lives to writing letters 
encouraging Tom, Dick and stood by and watched as their 
Harry, to engage in senseless 
violence against innocent pass
ers-by, and because they tend to 
make some people feel un- 
comfy, I propose that, in lieu 
of hypocrisy, this country 
cease to officially recognize the 
Christian religion altogetha.
Although our nation has long 
ceased to be considered a 
Christian society, there is still 
some room for improvement.

For example, instead of 
trying to downplay the fact that 
there wouldn't be a Christmas

Evan Zelikovitz
; parties be 
r well, both 
act, and be 
equirement 
between the

Smoking

Christian friends received an 
overabundance of gifts in 
celebrating the birthday of their 
Lord, Jesus Christ

Firstly, James should not 
young (sic) Christian children 
feel these so called unfair 
atrocities since Christmas is 
only celebrated one day while 
Hanukah is celebrated for eight 
days? Maybe Mr. Gill was a 
deprived child during Hanukah. 
Mr. Gill's statement should be 
seen by any reasonable person 
as being both absurd and 
illogical, and is merely an 
attempt on his part to draw 
attention to his own call for 
homosexual equality, ( which I 
have no problems with).

Being Jewish myself, and 
being brought up in Sydney, 
N.S., it is fair to say that I was 
a religious minority among my 
Christian friends. Contrary to 
Gill's statement, however, my 
non-Jewish friends and their 
beliefs, affected me in a most 
positive way. Growing up in a 
rather small community, I was 
fortunate to have the best of 
both worlds; that being, the 
maintenance of my own re
ligious traditions, as well as 
having the opportunity to learn 
about other religious customs 
and beliefs different than my 
own.
people like James Gill stems 
from their inability to app
reciate the joys of ChristmàS, 
or for that matter, the inability 
to appreciate anything that 
doesn't pertain directly to them. 
Anyone, whether Jewish or 
Christian, or homosexual or 
heterosexual, should, as a hum
an being, be able to appreciate 
seeing other people enjoying 
their various religious fest
ivals. Based on Gill's analysis, 
pertaining to the unfairness of 
young Jewish children having 
to cope with the 'Christmas 
cheer’, I suppose he would find 
it unfair that young Americans 
living in Canada should have 
to suffer through the cele
brations during Canada's birth
day. Should we cancel Canada 
Day, James? I think not.

It seems to me that Mr. Gill 
is using his frustration of 
being a minority in a 
heterosexual dominated society, 
to let out his frustration of 
being a religious minority, 
(Jewish), as well. Mr. Gill, if 
you stopped worrying about 
being such a minority in your 
society, and instead, learn to 

y appreciate life as a person with

it really bugs me to see 
people smoke, but it bugs me 
more when I have to breathe it 
as well. I know this issue has 
plagued this campus for quite 
some time now, and I also 
know how hard it is to quit. I 
smoked from the age of fifteen, 
until a year ago when my 
doctor told me that I was 
suffering from brochitus and 
athsma, (I thaught (sic) it was 
just a cough). I had no choice 
but to quit right there and then, 
otherwise I may have no 
enjoyed breathing anything for 
very much longer. I know the 
hardships of quitting; the 
wieght (sic)gain, the cravings, 
and the adjustment to our liv
ing shedules (sic). I have now 
seen the light, and come to 
realize that the pain and torture 
was all worth it.

This brings me back to my 
original question; why do I 
have to breath other peoples 
smoke? When we established 
designated smoking areas on 
campus I figured that if I 
avoided these areas, I would 
live smoke free, but I was 
wrong. Now that the cold 
wheather (sic) is upon us, I 
constantly see people dis
obeying the rules, and lighting 
upalmost (sic) anywhere. 
Smokers always claim (and I 
used to as \Vell) that all non- 
smokers should leave them

or.

Neill.
Speaking as President of Neill on.

House, however, we regret the I think the entire staff, 
impression your letter conveys particularly Mr. Allan Carter, 
which implies we do not support should be congratulated. Each 
charities or believe they are week the Brunswickan is 
stupid. We also regret, due to improving; in layout, in 
our limited budget, that we can quality of news stories, in 
not donate to more of the many consistency of print format, 
worthy causes. A final word to the "mystery

At the start of the term I critic"....criticism is the art of 
personally delivered a cheque to judging with knowledge....can 
the Varsity Mania crew on behalf you say "knowledge"...uhuh, I 
of Neill House, which represented thought you couldn't.

Sincaely 
Kaye Brookland
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without Christ, and trying to 
make the holiday more comm
ercial than it already is, we 
should simply cancel Christ
mas. Instead, we could desig
nate one day when everyone 
would be nice to one another,

• then they could go on being 
normal human beings the rest 
of the year. Of course, all 
other religious holidays, like 
Easter, would have to be can
celled too.

f Also, many of our laws are 
still based on Judeo-Christian 
values. Because it is narrow
minded to think there may be 
some absolute right or wrong, 
and because such views restrict 
personal freedom, they ought 
to be completely removed from 
the laws that govern our 
society. Some steps have al
ready been made in this 
direction, as new legislation is 
now being presented to Parl
iament in the attempt to 
legalize the murder of certain 
groups of small people. More 
work should be done, however, 
to lift restrictions in other areas 
such as theft and violence.

Finally, because our entire 
system of dating is based on 
when Jesus lived on earth 
(B.C. & A.D.), this system 
needs to be revised. It is now 
generally agreed that the earth 
is more than 10 million years 
old. Therefore, the date ought 
to be written, for example, 
"Friday, December 8, 
10,421,989", thus eliminating 
the daily reminder that Jesus 
was ever here, though it would 
make wearing watch calendars 
somewhat more cumbersome.

I believe that if these sugg
estions were taken seriously, 
everyone could go on being 
happy and gay, and we could 
all go to Hell in peace.

h a parking 
y receive a 
amage", or 
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t notice the

a house participation of ova 60% 
at iheir opening event of the year. 
All process from this affair were 
to aid Cystic Fibrosis. Neill 
houses' top attendance at this 
year's Terry Fox Run and second 
best attendance at the blood donor

Comparison?

Dear Kwame.
Responding to the request made 

in the final paragraph of your 
and awareness for others less editorial of 1 December 1989,1 
fortunate. Other charity fund- can truthfully say that I nave 
raisers which we will be found myself reading the Bruns- 
participating in or making direct wickan more (and more of the 
contributions toward again this Brunswickan) this fall than at 
year include: Special Olympics, any time during the ten years at 
the Heart Foundation, and further unb. I have particularly 
Cancer support We also wish to joyed your editorials, some of 
have a larger participation in the the "Opinion" pieces, James 
charity Ball this year, and see it Gill's columns, and Steve 
become lhS£ charity event of the Griffiths's contribution.

: negotiated 
lent has the 
ate and that 
t’s financial 
ttending an
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clinic also reflects our concern

m fees, you 
ur payment, 
hould result

en- 1

a tenancy 
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I have some idea of what it 
I openly apologize to the takes to serve up a student 

organizers of the Empty Stocking newspaper each week. I think 
Fund and Fredericton Food Bank you and your colleagues at the 

alone, but you smokers do not for any offenses taken. I made a Bruns are doing a commendable
see how bad this problem mistake by allowing my personal job.

indifferences with the party 
involved-who also based his letter 
to me solely on the same

year.
ONTRACT? The problem with

ure that you 
to read the 

ou have not
nding. You

\1Yours sincerely 
James Downey 
President

really is. If you enjoy the fact 
that your clothes, breath and 
general 'space' sticks (sic),
that's fine, but stop polluting prcjudice-to come between myself

and your purpose. I hope that in 
the future Neill House will find a

designated 'stink holes', I for way to include your organizations Da£ütiitor!
in our charitable consideration.

I also regret that House Pride 
had to suffer personal indif
ferences.

t.
Ioccur if one

Michiganmy atmosphere. Please try to 
smoke outside or in your

s only. It is

phone 
1 plant 
x>oms. 
eally - 
it, gets 
y give

one have a really hard time 
breathing when you smoke 
somewhere that I cannot avoid.

My name is Autumn Cole, 
I'm in the 6th grade and I attend 
Immanuel Lutheran School in 
Mi. Clemens, Michigan.

Over the next few months my 
class will be studying about 
Canada. I would appreciate it if 
your readers could send us 
postcards and tell us .about their 
area in which they live in. The

After reading Mr. Kwame school address where they could 
Dawes Editorial: "The Mystery send them is:
Critic", I felt compelled to 
write.

As a former Bruns staffer I 
find it difficult to remain calm 
when someone criticizes the 
paper in a way that is not 
constructive, but even more 
irritating, if the critic does so 
anonymously.

Obviously the individual has 
time on his/her hands if the

I know that when I smoked I 
tried to be considerate towards 
the non-smokers around me, I 
wish you could do the same. I 
would not want to see a bunch 
of people in yellow jackets 
with the words "Smoke Police" 
written on the back, handing 
out fines to violators. If that 
is what is needed to stop 
smokers from wounding non- 
smokers, than (sic) la it be.

Keith Morrison I

Mystery Critic
ever. I 
get that 
all the 
faculty 

reryone 
viously, 
merely

Dear Editor

Autumn Cole
Immanuel Lutheran School 
47120 Romeoplank Rd.
Ml Clemens, Michigan, USA 
48044

eirdesk 
it of the 
record, 

here are 
run off, 
ff, great

Had to get it off my chest 
Jonathan Lazar Thank You!

Sincerely, 
Autumn Cole

Continued on page 29
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Yours (almost sincerely), 
Dwayne Sleep «
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IMAC
"UNITED NATIONS" xz

Imagi 
A pla 
Wher 
And t

Oja-Ale Oja-Ale 
the home of the spirits 
where the mongoose courts the snake 
and the cat dines with the mouse 
oja-ale
the meeting place of day and night

Oja-Ale Oja-Ale 
the alter of rituaL speeches 
where sacrifices are made 
to the incomprehensible Gods 
who omnipotently sit in judgement 
each carrying the hammer of life 
always ready to create 
everready to annihilate 
oja-ale
the point where heaven meets with hell

Oja-Ale Oja-Ale 
the throne of the wizards 
the abode of th mystics 
the palace for the living 
the market for the dead 
oja-ale
where the living communes with the dead

Note: Oja-Ale is a Yoruba (a tribe in West Africa) word for a market operated 
in the night.

even the quail have stopped running

Heat from day has passed to the sky
melting it down
and black saguaros spike the red

I have driven 
tires singing
along a yellow road into the desert 
to listen to the sunset

There are no rustlings of feet on dry growth; 
no stirrings of wind in dry grasses; 
even the quail have stopped running

Sound lies thick and still on the desert
soaked up by thirsty sand
but the spikes of the black saguaros
vibrate
and the red crashes down

Imagi 
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PROFESSIONAL COMPUTYPE] 
Offering Professional 
Computer Services 

Specializing in:
Reports / Resumes / Thesis / Graphics

Margaret Pirie, B.A. B.Ed. 
457-1108

TWO POEMS FOR THE END OF THE YEAR

1

[The years race by we say.
But a moment can open up with translucent petals. 
We breathe and savour,
Then move on to our itineraries.
Meanwhile, somewhere deep inside,
We wait for bracing air, an industry 
Of squirrels, the first snowfall.

:
!

(CGA)
Be on the cutting edge of 

Accounting. Study to be a CGA.
We have reached up together for so much light. 
We sing
On street comers and in living rooms 
In churches and in taverns.
Together and briefly wise we sing r- 

In the heart of winter.

If you’re interested in the chal
lenging and rewarding field of 
accounting, you want to be 
sure that you have that some
thing extra. The CGA course of 
studies is an advanced ac
counting education program. 
CGA is Canada's first profes
sional accounting designation 
to fully integrate computer 
technology into its program of 
studies.

Choose your courses wisely 
and you will obtain your profes
sional designation soon after 
graduation.

$1175.00 
SAVE |

$1^.00 I,

t i
jDwight Kostjuk

PWP 7000 LAPTOP 
-includes letter quality 
-spread sheet and 
communication included

U.N.B. (Fredericton)Program 90 Courses
Equivalent courses
BA 1203 & 2203FA1 Accounting 

EC2 Economics 
ME! Managerial Math & Econ Econ 1000 & BA 2603 
QM2 Quantitative Methods BA 3603 & 3604

BA 4235 
BA 4236 
BA 3223 & 4227 
BA 3413 & 3424 
CS 1043

Economics 1000

To find out more about 
Canada's most Innovative and FA2 Accounting 

F A3 Accounting 
MAI Cost Accounting 
FN1 Financial Mgmt 
MSI Mgmt Info Systems

MÜ
fastest growing source of ac- 

• counting professionals con
tact: CGA Atlantic Region 
Educational Association, P.O. 

XL 1500 is $249.00 Box 5100, 236 St. George
♦ 50.00 FREE RIBBONS S,

COVEY the STATIONER o: lui f /items'!
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(PO'ETKy PERSONAL LIFE

Musical notes of a guitar 
echoing'voices from afar 

olden days when life was real 
your happiness they couldn't steal 

with the secrets in your pocket 
as meaningful as a broken locket 
and you were safe and all alone 

but now it's so hard to even go home 
you've fought your cause they do no hear 
as though van gogh had cut off their ear 
so hard to be different so hard to change 

so many events to rearrange 
now I ask you this now tell my why 
you counter me when I want to die?

IMAGINE

Imagine if you would,
A place where the air is pure and fresh,
Where the forests are virgin and strong,
And the water clear and sparkling.

Imagine if you can,
A land where the animals are free and safe, 
Where the elephant roams proud and noble, 
And the whale swims in harmony with man.

Imagine if you would,
A world where nations are at peace,
Where love and respect are the rule,
And the races live in unity.

MARINA MOLYNEAUX !

Imagine if you can,
A city where drugs and crime do not exist, 
Where the streets are clean and safe,
And citizens walk without fear.

jTRAPPED IN THE SECOND BEFORE NOW

1Trapped here alone,
In a place that does not exist,
All knowledge, but a memory,
Life no longer a struggle.
Kept here against my will,
But I do not fight,
For in your time the,
The hell exists.
The physical world,
Does not exist.
I float in a sea of thought,
A ship that can never dock.
In your time,
All meaning is obscure,
But here all is understood,
Far from the barriers of reality.
Never again shall I taste or smell,
Or touch your false world,
Created by mere men,
Trapped in the present.
Your tomorrow shall never come,
The curse of being man.
You shall seat and toil,
Forever in the now.
But alone here I stay,
Safe from all your ills.
Nothing here to fear,
No emotion does exist.
Only in the now,
Does love and hate exist,
Only there does blood surge,
And the mind endure the test.
Your world is so far away,
I can reach it with my hand.
And the peace of all eternity,
I'll give to have that second,

"That separates our worlds.
A second away lies your hand,
And the warmth of a human soul,
But never shall we touch again,
For I am doomed to be,
The man trapped in the second before now.

Imagine if you would,
A love that is pure and true,
In which tenderness and honesty prevail, 
And forever is for real.

Must we merely imagine? VV;
Duke vx

1 "t

Subscribed Tribes

spidered historical web encased gravity pulls 
clause by clause digging trench 
suppressed digressions repeating fleeting 
meet me defeat me replete me 
i am pooled fooled not yet retooled 
times-crossed-roads
fast on internal hungers eternal notions 
oceans censure surround suppressed is best 
left is right and vice is versa 
don't leave me or deceive me i call 
as history falls so falls the fallen 
subscribed tribes positioned bribes 
of death after life
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IWayne Egers

A.
DA VINCI'S "ADORATION OF THE MAGI"

All there: the old men on their knees 
with naked skulls’ 
horses' straining;
white hands raised before the darkened rock; 
and women carrying tall jars 
on their heads; 
all those whose only hope 
is hope
because all meaning in their life is dead.
They are looking to the infant 
who is tracing up the fountain with his eyes 
and floats his body on the topmost spray 
broken through with light - 
oblivious to this prince in black: 
oblivious to his small sweet box of myrrh.
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SURVIVING

SMMorning rises unawares 
There are things that noone 
dares 
to try....
Once upon a time,
I knew how to fly. 
Unawares,
the titles come so easily 
but I've stolen away 
wiser and magic, 
nothing left to pretend.
I speak my mind 
and disappear.
Once upon a rainbow 
I was another 
and then away the sun 
I changed
as rainbow became rain

MISTAKEN FOR SEDATION

Naming Walls

concrete shuddered wall gaps wide 
waiting words stand ready 
into the gaps through the gaps 
filling the illusion
concrete walls trap minds trap minds 
conclusions
concrete shuddered words gap wide 
while waiting walls stand ready 
building it all again 
framing it all again 
trap the gap draw the map 
new walls ever receding 
concrete shuddered minds stand ready 
into the trap gaping illusionwalls trap minds 
minds trap walls 
conclusions contusions 
and we play ' 
walls to protect you 
walls to reflect you

"Listen to my voice and drift..." 
The words of the mysterious woman 

have captured me,
I no longer feel so high strung 

but other things seem to change. 
She, like everything else, 

bends and swirls into mist, 
dissolving into a blur.

I try to look harder 
but my eyes are closing 

rapidly...
her voice echoes soft 

and tells me just how I feel 
she is always right.

Now it is only her I hear 
as I fall deep into rest,

I do not fight anymore.
As questions are asked,

I thought I would not answer, 
but I do.

The experience ends all too soon.

a
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Tara Halluer 
Marina Molyreaux
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Wayne Egers
MARINA MOLYNEAUX
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«JACK VS. JILL

Jack and Jill
Went up the hill
To fetch a pail of water
Jack fell down
And broke his crown
And Jill came tumbling after.

Surface
poisoned Newcastle water streams
across cabled transmission despair
ozone groans above St. John skyline
decentered core imagined linguistic fragmentation
surfaces in our quiet contentional lies
surface textures appear in isolation
smoothing against bumpy multiplicity
everything is not what it dreams
is the space the glue that moulds this bag surface
or only empty

Wayne Egers

a-
■I

MR. JC

When they came around
They examined the crown
And found that its use had retired
Its damage extensive
Its cost was expensive
And its warranty had just expired.

Jill started to fret
She knew she’d never get
The crown fixed with scotch tape or glue
But Jack thought, quite smugly,
"That crown, it was ugly."
And was glad it was broken in two

Jill became mad
’eus the crown was her dad’s
And Jack simply showed no remorse
She asked him to pay
But Jack said "no way!!"
So Jill simply filed for divorce. -

A court battle was fought 
A decision-was wrought 
And poor Jack almost would up in jail 
Jill got their home,
The kids, the car phone 
And Jack gbt away with the pail.

SIMON, DID VO 
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'(k#$ (7/oe/- °>g /##/8 Vr:iI ' .4XUM.VgK.Ty -sz•c. jM It's good to be home in good old freddy beach (it must be covered 
n snow becouse I can't find it anywhere ).

\ \s I sit here I look back over the term I was not here for, it strikes 
] no that there was no real news from the Student Union ( why do I 
/ capitalize S.U, is the use of a capital letter not reserved for shit that 

«.liters??)
n.e Christmas (see a capital "C”) season is apon us and the season to 
k drunk (so I am blunt so what) and the student union (LOOK NO 
$1G LETTERS) took full advantage of the rain of special dark frothy 
jollied bundels of joy last week (were you invited???)
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** Irunslog 124.13 
By Chris Kane Somewhere NorthI.C.U.

EXAMS
THIS. IS THC TIME or 
THE VEAR WHEW OTHERWISE 
"A/0R/1W" SrUCf/VTS. 
lUmiAUV EMERGE AS 
Okie of the following.

THE "I DON'T GIVE" A 
freakin'enw kid..
-THIS IS USUAUY A 
FIRST YEAR STUDENT WHO 
ISN'T PAYING FOR HiS 

'EDUCATION: fHlS RICH DAD 
?Ro6A8LV ISV.

THE "O/WlG-OD, PANIC;
x Can't REME/nbFR 
A CUSSED THING-" 

STUDENT...

fiH/uiV, the "caffeine- It's 3am and cold. Luckily I have my trusty thermos (thanks
WIRED CRAM/MEE'' cr,
"THE AU-/VI6HTÉ-R

WRITER-.. -
vlacArthur) of Barbarians, they'll warm anyone up.Soon 111 be at the 
"forth Pole for the biggest interview of my career....wait a 
minute...North Pole...ahh, ahh, damn it's cold up there. How did I 
agree to do this, I hate the cold.■* V.

3 Days ago, Bruns Offices

Kwame: Where the hell is Marks. I know he's here, I saw the 
Eft. '( iF) Jjurchase order for the Concorde.
1-1—Sports Editor He's under the desk boss, something about bats and 

/ / A Mxtmje, : iguanas.

|;‘,7 amtpse)X

r.(/.(9;1
f iv1'

T
Kwame: Marks 
Marks: hie! Ooh big bats.
Kwame: (evil grin) Steve, it's time for your next assignment, 

you're going to the North Pole to interview Santa. Go on upstairs 
and get your one way ticket 

Marks: Right boss (hie)

An extremely Cold Part of The Artie

My, what a quaint little hotel, think I'll check in. Yo, shorty, you 
with the Spock ears, get my bags (Trekkies, all over the place), draw 
my bath and fill my thermos. Now let's find this Kringle guy.

Elf 1:1 do not have Spock ears (holding up a Spock Doll), they're El 
eais, and I'm tall for an elf.
Elf 2: Sneaking around behind Marks he lets fly a mighty blow and 
knocks Marks unconsious. Marks slumps to the ground muttering 
something about diplomatic immunity.

Fade To Black....
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MR. JONES BY BRIAN LINKLETTER

SIMON,DID VOV G,ei 
INVITED TO Tbie DUNN 
FORMAL ?

A CORSAGEm OH NO!
I FORGOT!! IT'S 7DO
late! vu. never get

A REAL FLOWER NOW!

DON TA 
WORRY!}

HEY/ IS X/ SIMON! IVE<U 
IT TRUE V TAXE CARE 
THIS IS K OF IT!
A DR Y ------
FORMAIT;

a fïAsr/c
FLOWER !?!

ON-- IT
represents 
my iove 
FOR YOU -
it w/y- 
never

V DIE

OH- DID YOU 
GET HER 
A CORSAGE!’

REAti-YfYEAH V.\

M («H»)
\ i ’ » 7

> fX -
x, />•V/c V Fade To BlackI /) v
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SHARE A LITTLE JOY THIS CHRISTMAS
BETTER TO GIVE THAN TO RECEIVE

Written by: John V8lk

Christmas is upon us. The Santa Claus parade, busy shopping malls, office parties - remind us that the Season of Giving is approaching once again. With it comes 
jpl the traditional family gatherings. Students go home for Christmas, relatives join together, and friends drop by, all to celebrate and enjoy festive times.
™ Unfortunately, not everyone has loved onesorfamilies to turn to at this time. For good reasons the, the "Season of Giving" becomes one of frustration and despair. 

Poverty, family discord and loneliness are particularly painful at this time. The effects are most often devastating.
There are organizations which attempt to alleviate this type of pain and suffering. They attempt to give concrete expression of the scriptual passage, "remember 

the words of the Lord Jesus, how he said it is better to give than to receive" (Acts20:35 ). The Fredericton Community Kitchens, the Emergency Shelter, Transition 
House and others, in a heightened way become sensitive to the real meaning of giving.

Sharing what we have with those who have not, brings out a true sense of our humanity. We discover that when we involve ourselves directly or indirectly these 
organizations. It is good to reflect on that at this time of the year, and share what we have the entire year. ill

The Fredelcton Community Kitchen

The Fredericton Community Kitchen's Incorporated, located at the Victoria Health 
Centre on Brunswick street, exists to provide one hot meal a day, seven days a 
week, for people in need. The Kitchen, is run completely by volunteers. They 
consist of: a board of directors, on site volunteers, workers and servers, food 
preparation and cooking, and cleaning. According to Ms. Pauline Cunningham, 
Chairman of volunteers and Chief Hostess, the Kitchen serves approximately 70 
to 80 people a day. Last years figures estimate that the Kitchen served over27,000 
people through the year.

Contrary to popular belief, most of the people are not acholics, these people 
have been displaced from the current workforce, some are handicapped, and others 
are in their teens - most of whom have no where else to go.
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ml' ■ ,I ,Pictures of a Food Shelter In Montreal 
By: Chria Vautour

The Kitchen attempts to provide a hospitable atmosphere where guests can 
feel at ease with friends and acquaintances. They are set up cafeteria style and 
provide information and post notices to inform the guests about community 
services and functions. "Although government owned, we still have to pay a 
sizable rent," says Ms. Cunningham, "fortunately, we do get donations from within 
the community."

This Christmas's plans are well under way, "we are planning turkey dinners. 
with the works and presents for both children and parents," says Ms. Cunningham. 
The UNB swim team recently helped their cause by collecting a large number of 
tin foods and presents.

"What can you do to help us for Christmas? Donations of cash allow us to 
purchase food or items needed to run the kitchen, or donations of food can be:

-Homemade soups and chowders
-Leftover food from weddings, patties, etc.
-Purchased canned goods.
-Fresh vegetables from your garden surplus.
We also appreciate receiving donations fo cleaning supplies, kitchen uten

sils, and silverware. Donations of your time as a volunteer are also needed, 
especially on weekends and holidays."

mnc.
Community Kitchen 

Transition House 
The Emergency Shelter 

Fredericton Gtoup Homes 
FrederictonFood Bank 

N.B. Child Welfare Association 
Oromocto Food aad Clothing Bank

Children Wish-Foundation
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Just a few, of the many, Fredericton 
Organizations that could use a little joy this

Christmas!!
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sends them flying over those talcum- 
sparkling fields like the camera in a 
Joel-and Ethan Coen film.

saucepans falling out of sixteen 
storey building so the effect is never 
mediocre.

19. Rkkle Lee Jones - 20. Gmry CUM - Tackhead
Pir.t4.ITke Magazin« (Warner Soand System (Nettwerk)

Suddenly the speakers go 
HeyMuml He’s cheating again! -1 nightmare disney; the woofers 

know but lookit. Take the best half extruding like drooling pro-boset as 
from each album and you've got a the cabinets stretch and squeal and 
make-believe elpee that barely noth- generally bounce all over the shag- 
ing touches. Songs that cradle the pile like Lucasesque pogo sticks from

hell. Pretty damned clockin' good.

"xacocimici• vs SKRATCH:
Brothers)

TTot? UOSOQIUS
Uncle Stevie drinks lots of eggnog 

dives into his collection 
and goes nostalgia mental!

Av« »• listeners in a cloud of pink ether or

,1 Public Enemy

Ml t■for the appreciation of the mood 
inducing and environment
conditioning power at the root of all 
music. "Music to be listened to or 
ignored" is his maxim but in all 
seriousness the fourth track on side 
two makes me burst into tears.
9. Dead Can Dance • Within 
the Realm of a Dying Sun 
(4AD)

It is hard to say why this bant, 
hasn't been as popular as Enya but 
then everyone needs a breakaway hit 
to bring in the plebs. Picture 
expansive pano-ramas of Gothic and 
baroque loveliness, bass-drones, 
tolling bells and you've got that DCD 
feeling. A must for the groady 
existentialist in your family.
10. Joy Division - Closer 
(Factory)

Would have been the most 
important band of the decade had Ian 
Curtis not committed suicide right at 
the beginning of it (remaining 
members go on to form New Order). 
This is the first example of gentle 
consternation, paranoia and yes more 
existentialism that I was to first en
counter as a budding poppicker and 
side one still contains some of the 
most effective music I've ever heard. 
11. The Cure • Seventeen 
Second si F aithl Pornography 
(Fiction)

O.K. I'm cheating a bit here but in 
my mind where would one be without 
the other? This was the glorious 
period where Bob Smith et. al. 
stopped sounding like a sixth-form 
band and evolved into the perfect 
teenangst band. Come on admit it 
Robert doesn't sound good singing 
pop songs. Even the return to form 
in-hcrent o n the brilliant
"Dis-integration" doesn't live up to 
these early icons.

1. Cocteau Twins - Treasure (4 
AD)

Rap: sexist to the point of being 1 5 
misogynist, violent to the point of IB 
gratuitous blood-letting but basically 
brutally stupid. But it sounds great. 
When a band is able to sidestep 
(slightly) these unfortunate but 
completely justified labels and inject 
a bit of barbed social consciousness 
then obviously we sit up and take 
note es-pecially if the construction is 
shit-hot. Start here with Pub-lic 
Enemy.
14. Jesus and Mary Chain • 
Psychocandy (Blanco y 
Negro)

It is not unlike standing in front of 
a huge Wave a force so pure and 
intransigent that the experience is 
almost cleansing. No one forgets the 
first time they heard the JAMC. 
Enough said.
15. Tom Walts • Swordfish 
Trombones (Island)

Tall twisted tales that are so warped 
you take rite "real-life" bail hook line 
and sinker which makes the 
experience thv ' much 
exhilarating and unsettling. 
Flannery O'Conner and Faulkener 
during peak time viewing - it's a gasl
16. Pet Shop Boys •
Introspective (Manhattan)

After a while it was un-avoidable 
that some clever bastards were going 
to be able to suit producing perfect 
pop songs for the European market 
(Le. formulaic but quirky enough to 
distinguish it from the real 
production-line efforts). Their name 
is the Pet Shop Boys and it rather 
frightens me to think of what they 

.{light by capable of in the not-too- 
dis-tant future.

Wouldn't it have been nice if this 
record had reflected the mood of the 
entire decade? Soft and harmonious 
lullabies of the ethereal nature poked 
up into the stratosphere by Liz 
Frazer's ululating siren song.
Beautiful and absolutely flaw-less.
2. Blue Nile - Walk Across the 
Rooftops (Linn)

Some records are able to keep you 
spell bound momen-urily but very 
rarely does one have the same effect 
for over four years. Sublime melodies 
accompanied by some of the most 
sincere whining you will ever hear.
Be on the look out for the latest 
release which, having been promised 
for the past two years, has got to be 
one of the key events of the next

3. Yello - Stella (Eleklra)
The seminal and first really

complete work from Meier and Bias* 
that includes blistering dance 
standards and three-min-ute cinematic 
masterpieces that make one feel as if 
the after-noon has been spent in the 
middle of the Viet Nam war.
4. Killing Joke • What’s this 
for (Malicious Damage)

Throughout the history of rock 
there has always been angry bendi.

. But one would be hard pressed to find 
anything that is quite as cathartic as 
some of Richter-heavy num-bers on 
this classic. For once the guitar does 
sound like a huge enraged hornet and 
the drums just bust your face off.
5. Bruce Springsteen - 
Nebraska (Columbia)

Stop fooling yourself, he is 
bloody brilliant, 
foreboding this is Broooce sitting in 
his bedroom on a rainy day and 
spinning some pretty darn 
melancholic yams.

Quite surprising for people who 
may have only heard Born in the 
USA but an absolutely essential 
acquisition never-thekss.
6. Pixies - Surfer Rosa (4 AD)

Suddenly it was fun to beat your
head against a wall to short and 
horribly infectious pop-songs again 
and stiU retain credibility. Weird but 
mag-nificent.

7. REM • Life’s Rich Pageant 
(IKS)

Pure unbridled skill, a healthy
conscience and right-out-in-left-field
metaphors make REM one of the 
most important bands of the eighties.
This one is my favourites.
8. Brian Ene and Harold Budd
Plateaux of Mirror (EG) ,ti, rl

: 'ABfc.l gihnjtck df Erio’s . ambient] Toko 
work alsb showcases a mighty talent. . Held
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SUPPLEMENT 
Backstreet Records* 

Tommy Stillwell 
picks out his faves.
1. Neneh Hagen - 
N unsexmonkrock
2. Pretenders - Pretenders
3. Pixies - Doolittle
4. Pixies - Surfer Rosa
5. Joan Jett - Bad 
Reputation
6. Slow- Against The 
Glass
7. Holly Beth Vincent- 
Holly and the Italians
8. X- Under the Big Black 
Sun
9. Red Kross- Neurotica
10. Prince- Sign O' the 
Times
11. Dream Syndicate- Days 

I of Wine and Roses
112. Husker Du- Candy 
\ Apple Grey
113. Siouxie and the 
9Banshees- Ju fu 
914. The Nils- Sell out
Young/The Nils
15. Yazz- Upstairs at 
Eric's
16. SNFU- If You Swear, 
You'll Catch No Fish
17. Jesus and Mary Chain- 
Psycho candy

n 1H. The Divinyls- 
M », UDesperate 
ffjfx g 19. Dinosaur Jr.- You're

To
favourites 
it's best 
particular 
metal, thn 
main st rear 
favour will 
buying pi 
material, 
realize it'i 
obscure i 
probably t 
assume tl 
something 
to their an 
poo-poo y 
but if you'i 
bullshit) 
"champioi 
musically 
"musical 
Standing i 
overlooks 
(Sprinkle 
these to 
selections 
from liben 
discrimini
3) Well, y 
on, kid. V 
Besides w 
through tl 
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through w 
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4) Thanki
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Stark and The Raid Brothers of JAMC: 
sonic mayhem for the 
eighties - with melody I

17. The Smiths • The Smiths 
(Rough Trade)

12. Colonrbox - Colourbox Oscar Wilde really didnt appreciate
(Polygram) the full extent of his influence and

Think of the biggest trend of the
decade that has Utely borne huge Nun* off-kdter lync, th.tm.ll
fleshy fruit and one would honest dont reallysoun^a. rf they
undoubtedly come up with sampling. »hould by a. stgmficant a. they re
Attfsmoet inter-esting this media- «PPO^I «> be. Johnny M«r is the
guerilla art-form take, chunks of °lhcr "«e.s.ry half of this
inform-.tion from anywhere and hu”°”e°u* ,force fC°*2£2
pounds it all together to produce a melof,e‘ ‘^ perfect
new perspective be it .muring or «""P1""*"1 to M°-«er, Freud,»
inflammatory. Steve and Martin (“d. <*her> ^P6* ‘
Young of Colourbox were one of the m =‘riy L"°. „
first to realize the potential import- Scraping Foetus off the
ance of the genre and it is a shame Wheel • Hole (Self- 
that only one of them went on to immolation) 
attain notoriety «part of the PUMP- Jim ThurweU is the miscreant
UP-THB-VOLUMB team. Loretta kaleidoscope of contem-porary
Graeme, also appearing on this opus, culture making breath-taking
is one of the best soul-singers I've mosaics out of just about everything
ever heard. you've ever heard. Luckily he does

a Nation of Millions to ’\\v hoir ddplÿlt*;^hjf ujfj
w.PjwX Jp.ef.j**) . ... ** '^Ywimst number,,nm
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Outstanding versions of Gloria, 

breakneck London and The Queen Sunday Bloody Sunday, and N ew 
Is Dead to the quirky Panic and the Year's Day, make the studio 
bizarre Blgmoulh Strikes Again venions pale by comparison. The 
confirm the mantle of genius. other tunes: I Will Follow, Party

They will be missed. Girl, The Electric Co., and 4 0
(But they'll be back! - Ed.) make the studio venions shrivel in

All the other tunes from theventoos are taken from the showroom 
for a hair-raising spin around the 

5 Wock- Tbty P*ss the road test, and 
** more.VOG GDGOUOGS 

GOOD GOG at?
cause

• \

No Smiths' album would be 
complete without the requisite 
"death" songs. Whether it be 
emotional or physical, death, dying, 
and decay are- facts of life that few 
artists place in life-affirming 
penpective. The irony stemming 

. from tw<> loven agreeing to meet at 
tWO ptirt SCriBS The Cemetery Gates gives way to

sobers reflection and finally to 
renewed zest for life. The dirge-like 
cadence and the imagery of I Know 
it's Over create a mood that builds to 
an emotional climax which 
convincingly demonstrates the 
largely untapped potential for the 
musical analysis of the "mysterious 
finality" in our death-denying, death- 
fixated existence.

the light of day, crumple to powder.
(impolite finger) U2 -Live *nd blow away.

tüwaRüssr Err*1" r-Besides. the circumstance. TrM) "T «red to
surrounding the making of this album mop UP lhe r"nllnm8 lrlccs °f_ 
and Rattle and Hum are different. ?ppo,,t,on And ^ reM'lhc?
Back then Bono and Co. were a hl,lory' 
popular band on the verge of 
superstardom. All that was required 
was the monumental final thrust. This 
is it. Packs all the wallop of a D-Day 
to capture this continent. 1 |
o'clock tick teck may be their cal’,ure* the obsessive-compulsive 
best moment. homicidal maniac that may lay in all

of us. Doesn't sanity seem boring by 
comparison? Every time I listen to 
Swamp I form this mental image of 
mutant alligators holding Miami 
hostage and calling out for "N o 
Nukes”. Guess the Dolphins will 
be looking for a new stadium.

The highlight may well be the ^ 
smoldering version* of Burning 
Down the House, though the 
captivating version of Take Me to 
the River provides stiff 
competition. Proof the 80's may not 
always have been sane but they were a 
lot of fun.

*

The second in a 
glorifying the live concert album. This 
week: the best and worst of the 80's.

(ring finger) TALKING
HEADS - Stop Making 
Sense. The fevetdd torment of the 
opening track's Psycho Killer

Dear Mr Ferguson: Here they are: The Top 
Five Albums of the 80'sThank you for sending for our 

pamphlet "The Intellectual Approach 
to Picking to Top Albums for a Year- 
End or Decade-End Review Articles." 
Best of luck.

& No, it's not a top ten list for two 
very good reasons. First, everybody 
else is doing top ten lists of 
everything under the sun. More .£ 
importantly, I couldn't think of ten 3* 
live albums that deserved to be called ^ 
top ten and a top eight just didn’t 
sound right. Besides there is % 
something about the number five that 5 
is as natural as the number 10 ...

A 1) Pick one-third to one-half of the 
top "X" records of your list from 
certified chart toppers. Pick one-third 
(X/3) if you've got an ear for 
alternative music but aren't truly 
converted. Also pick X/3 if you hear 
music from other planets, hosts of 
ant-els, the hordes of hell, etc. DONT 
REVIEW THIS MUSIC! Stick with the 
can lily material. You may need to sell 
your writing to a magazine with a 
middle of the road readership so that 
you can get enough money to pay your 
shrink or to purchase some 
"pharmaceuticals." All others pick 
one-half (X/2).

This factor (either X/2 or X/3) 
utilizes simple division that even you 
can calculate except if you've decided 
on a "top ten" list, for example, and 
go for X/3. This complicates matters 
since you'll have to pick 3.33 chart- 
topping records for your list. Note the 
significance of this number - it sort of 
looks like 33 1/3, but then, 
remember, no one buys LPs anymore. 
Chuck ill Round down to three (safe) 
or up to 4 (but not on an exam) and get 
on with it. This is the 80's so forget 
about being "true to yourself." (If you 
arc a math major, stay with the 3.33 
value - you’ll figure something out.)
2) Add a couple of sentimental 
fa v. hi rites (ie. some stuff YOU really 
liked) even if they actually weren't 
very good. To calculate this number 
take the cube root of the square of your 
IQ divided by your net income (this 
factor is subject to change if and when 
the GST is implemented). You should 
come up with the number 2. If not, 
you’ve a) made a wrong calculation, b) 
lied about you IQ, or c) you had no net 
income because you're a student. Use 
the number 2, anyway, and continue.

To choose your sentimental 
favourites for inclusion on your list 
it's best to go with music of a 
particular genre such as rap, heavy 
metal, thrash, etc., rather-than with 
mainstream records. You'll curry 
favour with the segment of the record- 
buying public that laps up this 
material. The rest of them won't 
realize it's dreck, especially if its 
obscure enough that most have 
probably not heard it They'll just I 
assume that they missed out on | 
something good that you are calling | 
to their attention. At worst they will 1 
poo-poo your selection (not so bad) | 
but if you're really skillful (ie. you can | 
bullshit) you 11 be applauded for \ 
"championing the rights of the 
musically downtrodden" or the I 
"musical minority brethren" by I 
standing up for records that were 
overlooked by other publications. 
(Sprinkle in plenty of phrases like \ 
these to justify some of your 
selections and to invoke sympathy B 

. from liberal-minded readers who abhor 
discrimination.)
3) Well, you're on your own from here 
on, kid. What do you expect for $35? 
Besides we've got you safely halfway 
through the list. Choose 5 more 
albums from among a) brilliant new 
artists, b) jaded has-been who pulls 
through with unexpected comebacks, 
and c) artists with a social or 
environmental statement. People 
love these larger-than-life storybook 
endings where the good guys come out 
on top. Stay away from political 
bands! Ditto for those sporting horns 
and reeking of the stench of hell.
4) Thanks for the $35.

y
a %: talcum- 

tera in a
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ers go 
woofers 
bosci as 
ueal and 
lie shag- 
icks from 
good.

(pinkie) WALL 
VOODOO - The Ugly 
Americans in Australia.
Who the hell? I Wall of Voodoo . 
that's who. From the hilarious 
opening introduction [emcee: "Let's 
have a real warm Melbourne welcome 
for Wall of Voodoo "/audience: 
(boo)/the band: "C'mon, you can do 
better than that"/audience: (boo even 
louder)] to the incredibly bizarre 
reworkings of Johnny Cash's 
Ring of Fire (all g rowed up and 
electronically embellished) and 
Wuody Guthrie's Pretty Boy 
Floyd, this is an album of never- 
ending surprises. Mexican Radio 
and Far Side of Crazy are the hits 
anil arr admirably done. The biggest 
discoveries, however, are Wrong 
Way to Hollywood and Living 
in the Red. The former encapsulates 
the sense of helplessness and 
isolation of modem times as well as 
any song I've heard; the latter is a 
riveting, eerie piece that implies 
we've mortgaged our souls. Scarier 
than any tax grab Michael Wilson 
dreams up? We can only hope so. 
Llting In the Red also features the 
most haunting ethereal backing 
vocals on any live album. If they 
weren't dubbed in . . . well, watch out 
for these guys.

OF
--------------gOt
usic business, suggests t I f holier-than-thou attitut 

Wdl a; uncanny prescience. His -,v,„ 
it suffused with a subtle, yet powerful, 
moral righteousness that doesn’t 
sound preachy - just "right" - and that 
could explain the enduring power of 
Blko versus Sun CHy, for exaar*- 

The death of an old Indian in.— 
Jacinto is the focal point of this 
vignette that spans the ages from 
when men were a part of the land to the 
arrival of the white man who carves up 
the land. The passionate delivery is as

- sal peoples and their cu 
found in today's rousii 

ve jungle rhythms of 
m or the Heat eve 
ul, ravage element* f 
Item deep in the human ran 

‘ tension mourns t 
lamlo.'SHtaf-— 
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Peter Gabriel - Rhythm of the Heat. . . .over a alee hot eappaNT
words'
well
faves.
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y *«- THE WORST LIVE 
CONCERT ALBUM OF 
THE 80'S

!

BOBOti
tenders And the loser is ... The Rolling 

Stones.
The release of Still Life in 1981 

marked a sad chapter in the career of
what once was the best rock band in * 
die world. Now they'll settle for oldest 
and richest.

I'm not saying that this is the worst 
album in absolute terms but, on the 
basis of what's expected and what's 
delivered, there is a brutal discrepancy 
unparalleled in recorded music. In my 
rating scheme they were docked further 
points for the meretricious album 
cover (ick).

Maybe my expectations were too 
high? Not likely. When this album 
was released, I had already gotten used 
to the fact that the Stonea were 
living on borrowed time. Of the four 
live albums the Stones released two 
(Got Live If you want It, Love 
You Live) were spotty. Get Yer 

Hr Ya-Ya's Out was a masterpiece, and 
He; then theie’s this. I expected them to be" 
■ tamer, but not mediocre, and 
Kg|| especially not this.

Let's Spend the Night 
W Together was performed with such 
H passion Td bet the Stones are all 
HI virgins. Similarly, Shattered^ 

Under My Thumb, Time Is on 
my Side and Satisfaction, are 
desecrations in light of the originals.

No redeeming features whatsoever. ' 
And its ten years too late to tell them 
it's over.
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ig Black Iran-Contra Ht

o believing that script, bad acting, bi 
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' the tips from Opt
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(index finger) THE SMITHS 
- "Rank". The Smiths' rocket 
flight exploded in high orbit and 
perhaps that's the best way for a band 
to part company. This recording 
captures the band late in their career 
and at their peak. It also demonstrates 
that the band didn't revolve solely 
about the Morrlasey/Marr axis. 
Morrissey's vocals and Marr't 
guitar arc still the dominant features of 
the recording but the drumming and 
bass of "what's their names" adds 
a dimension that was perilaps, in 
retrospect, not given sufficient space 
on the studio albums. Highlights of 
the album are Still III and Ask. 

Sincerely (Nature la a languages/Can
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||j|r MOVIESjtSSil

5. APOCALYPSE NOW 
(Francis Ford Coppola)

e r
■gj

[SUPPLEMENT Ill
pKO
i ■‘wk’1

y J Ip -ix 6. 48 HOURS 
(Walter Hill)

» 1 •
a

3. BRAZIL 
(Terry Gilliam)SKREEN # 2” 1. ROAD WARRIOR 

(George Miller)
O »

• i- - Orwell meets Python head 
on in a bureaucratic police state 
hallucination of unprecedented 
creative brilliance.

i 7. PARIS, TEXAS 
(Wlm Wenders)«t

1- the stimulation for at 
least fifty pale imitators and 
probably the most influential film for 
underground fashion that 
existed. An excitement that 
stops. Max Rocknatowsky is the 
only loner - macho anti-hero around.

(70&ÛD LPdOOCBDUOS 
UGOCÜ) UDO 
□DGOtTPOS

- sprawling in iu 
panoramic lust, Paris pays 'such 
painstaking attention to deuil you’ll 
find yourself a little shaken.

4. THE STALKER 
(Andrei Tarkovsky)

• Aliens ttke a road side 
picnic in Canada (the film is Russian) 
and the laws of physics gel turned on 
their ear. The nutters just want to get 
in there and have fun though and it is 
the Stalker's job to show 'em round. 
Stunning cinematography. 
Andrei's passing was a sad loss 
indeed.

Iever
never

\
8. RAISING ARIZONA 
(Joel and Ethan Coen)

- One step up the 
ladder form Evil Dead and Blood 
Simple, no one knows how to send 
a camera scooting over the subject 
material like the Coens. Poignant 

■■nd hilarious at the same time. 
Incredible.

1

2. BLADE RUNNER 
(Ridley Scott)

1
When I was asked to compile this list, I protested on the grounds that my 

selections would be incredibly subjective, biassed, eclectic, prejudiced, unpopulist 
and otherwise unpopular. Here then, with the blessing of Bruns regular staffers, are 
favorites from the decade almost past.

1980- MY BRILLIANT CAREER 
-Australia

- Dir. Gillian Armstrong

This is, in my opinion, a truly feminist as opposed to woman's film featuring an 
engaging outback heroine (not your classically beautiful Hollywood wimp) with a 
mind of her own, and a handsome hero who is unable to convince her that marriage 
is better than the writing career she wants to pursue. The plot is tightly filmed, the 
action well-paced and the camera is engaged in a love affair with the Australian 
locale.
1981- ATLANTIC CITY 

-dir. Louis Malls

- Chandler meets 
William Glbaon in a strikingly 
spot-on prediction of a gloomy 
future.

j

.GÜSU OU 
ODOGH7DOS 

0000=170(3)00

9. THE TERMINATOR 
(James Cameron, /

Gail Hurd)
- Abhor graphic 

action as much as you want but 'Ole 
Termie turns brutality into an art 
form. I can quote Old Testament if 
you want but this is the cyberpunk 
fifth horseman.

Bert Lancaster, one-time Hunkus Americanus, plays an aging Lothario lusting 
wistfully after Susan Saradon (in her finest role) in a film where the city itself, 
playing another aging charmer, takes a central role. Brilliantly quirky 
cinematography by Québécois (the film is partly Canadian funded) Richard Gupka.

1982- E.T.-THE EXTRA-TERRESTRIAL
-Dir. Sisphsu Spielberg

I hesitated over this one (I hesitated over all of them) but hey, you can't be on 
top of it all the time, and it's such a gas. It's bound to provide parody material for 
filmmakers for years to come, or until the lovable little alien stages a return. The 
rosette for finest screen scream in recent years goes to Drew Barrymore.

1983- THE YEAR OF LIVING DANGEROUSLY 
-Pstsr Vf sir

I he political upheavals that shook the Sukarno government in 1965 vie for 
vk war attention with the steamy sex scenes generated by the combined erotic 
energies of Weaver and Gibson. Linda Hunt in a beautifully acted gender-bending H 
role is worth the price of admission. 1

1. AUF WIEDERSEN PET (CentraUlTV)
2. YOUNG ONES (BBC TV)
3. AMAZING STORIES (NBC)
4. LATE NIGHT WITH DAVID LETTERMAN (NBC)
5. HILL ST. BLUES (NBC)
6. MAX HEADROOM (ABC)
7. L.A. LAW (NBC)
8. CHEERS (NBC)
9. MIAMI VICE (NBC)
10. BLACKADDER I (BBC TV)

10. THE NATURAL 
(George Roy Hill)

- Americana done to 
perfection, everything in this classic 
is cliched to the point of easy 
ridicule. But everything about it is 
right. Randy Newman's 
Robert Redford's laconic lead and 
cheese-whiz flies all 
lovely piece of work.

score

Its’ aover.
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MAGAZINE 8. MARTIN AM

funny and so damn weO:wnuen better than any 
one wonders whether it's ory on the p 
actually allowed. Cover to co- day. Absolutely ess,—„ 
ver, it's irresistible. Don't you tag.
""'inns on buying my copy
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1984- GREMLINS 

•Dir. Jos Damts

Remember Mogwati? This black humorist parody of B.T. is really fun, if only 
for ihe sight of ugly hole gremlin clones adding their own macabre "hi-ho's" to 
Disney s Seven Dwarf's round track. And wait till you hear what happened to the 
heroine s father! Santa Daddy gels his.

1985- KISS OF THE SPIDER WOMAN
•Hsc tor Babsmko

William Hurt play, a gay queen to Raoul Julia's macho revolutionary in one of 
the screen s rare sympathetic looks at alternate sexuality. Absorbing 
inicrtextual link, between film ideologic; Nazi propaganda and 
ngl.t wing politic liked by the same eroticUm(s).

1986- BLUE VELVET 
•dir. David Lynch

Small town America and the nuclear patriarchal family gets it again in this 
' ,lCiliny/*eamy look at the da* side of bourgeois life. Behind Eve^man lie,, of 

course. Every woman as the eternal maternal madonna he love, to love. The film is

homophobic, but so is the family, and Lynch at least permits alternative readings. 
It can't be that bed; it wa. banned in New Brunswick.

1967-A WINTER TAN
-Dirs. Jackis Boroughs, Loulss Clark, John Miizsl,

John Vfalksr, Arts ns Wsissman
Jackie Buroughs ernes this film m an extended monologue/tribute to the words 

of writer Maryse Holder, who was killed on a Mexican holiday from feminism. The 
film presents the female quest a. impossible dream. Buroughs is superb, though, a. 
the signifier of desire, never attainable, her offensive femininity always in

I988-A FISH CALLED WANDA 
-Dir. Charles Crichton
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2. WALESA

You can't keep a good man | 
down and this dude is b 
~ of my fav jto

\<£>excess.
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What a glorious rompt John Geest a» a remarkably plausible romantic lead for 
all his clumsiness, Michael Palin as fish-lover, Kevin Kline as the man who tried to 
know too much and blew it, and Jaimie Lee Cuitis, a gangster's moll with smart, 
(and • fine comedic sense). I haven't laughed this much since the wolves ate my 

qglililc brother.
1989-DANGEROUS LIAISONS 

•Dir. Stephen F rears

1 !ightcenth-century erotic game, in this lush and lavish "I'm Sony but costume 
dramas do that to me) adaptation of Choderclos' epistolary novel. The women I 
swear, breathed with their busts, creating an ambience I can only describe as ' 
sexually charged claustrophobia. It's hard, though, watching a sexually powerful 
woman get punished yet again, but it's not often you gel to see such a graphic 
representation of the collective power of the male gaze.
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And that's it My choice for the decade. Have a great holiday, and may Santa 

bring you the VCR of your choice.
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ppola) Your Undo Stevie has masterfully 

succeeded In getting me to do a 
page on the Top 10 Comic Events 
of the 80’s. I thought it was to be a 
small article, but found out 3 hours 
ago that It’s a full page! Sorry it the 
stuff looks a bit rushed. Now, on 
to the Top 10.
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©1989 a* Watt er son
• Calvin a Hobbes Isn’t really a comic, It’s a 
daily comic strip.
Dennis the Menace with a weird streak. You 
may have seen H reviewed in Strip before. 
Absolutely side-splitting.
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btaSnï STutS'^rTiv^l^^^P
and he celebrated in style. The movie and thefïBSSïsSÎ^ 
anniversary have sparked a huge Increase In |
Batman stuff. A bit has increased Interest in 
comics as a whole. Wait till Bats 2 — Cher as 
theCatwoman?

cyberpunk Although not one] 

of my top ten * 

picks, X Is

still keen. 
■CalRifkln

.V Ï 7 • The British an coming! The British invasion 
of comics has been well underway throughout 
the 80’s. Such notables as Alan Moore,

aVHiiL %I,
1 responsible for such masterpieces asg #

Watchmen (above), V For Vendetta, Swamp 
Thing and many other, lead the invasion quickly 
followed by a slew of talented writers and 
artists like Neil Gaiman (Sandman, Black 
Orchid), Grant Morrison (Arkham Asylum, 
Animal Man), Dave McKean (Black Orchid, 
Arkham Asylum), Jamie Delano (Hellbtazer, 
Capt. Britain), Alan Davis (Excelfour), Brian 
Boland (Killing Joke), Dave Gibbons 
(Watchmen, World’s Finest).
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• H you haven’t heard of the Teenage Mutant 
Ninja Turtles, your dead. A comic farce that 
blew up far beyond even their creators 
expectations. Comics, cartoons, games, cereal, 
McCain Pbza(17), and a live-action movie slated 
for next spring! Bat-who?
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3 I THC JAP ANC SC INVASION CONTINUES WITH
PtlNCESS NAUSICAA AND TÎTO THE SQUIttfl FOX

Mayazaki

y
[« olmt’lJ

• Groo the Wanderer is a gem. Completely 
Insane. Satire, humour, and great vaudeville 
every month from Sergio Aragones. You’ve 
seen Sergio’s stuff for years In the margins of 
Mad Magazine. Groo is even funnier. Get bent! Get Groo!

f/j
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LL.• The Japanese have taken to invading our
shores these past couple of years with ' AWb
translations of their comics, or manga. Some of 
these have been phenomenally successful, and 
many are terrific comics with amazing stories 
and artwork, such as: Lone Wolf S Cub, Akira, ' 
Nausicaa, Outlanders, Mai ■ the psychic girl, 
and Appleseed.
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• One Item on the top 10 isn’t a comic title at 
a*. It's the growth of the direct sales market. 
This Is the proliferation of games, hobby, A 
comic shops. Comic retailing has become a 
well-respected and thriving industry. Hundreds 
of comics are available at shops while only a 
few dozen are carried on newsstands. If you 
have never been to a comics shop, I highly 
reccommend It. Their is certainly a comic, 
graphic novel, mini-series that will catch your 
eye and turn your crank. Moncton has Wilkie’s 
Winderful World, Saint John has Sorcerer’s 
Stone and Fredericton has It’s very own 
downtown called A Collector’s Dream.
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• Revit ilizations have been big In the 80’s. 
Witness John Byrne’s Man of Steel series that 
brought Superman down to earth and up in 

Also Miller’s Batman, Chaykin on the 
Shadow & Blackhawk, Simonson put the 
thunder back In Thor and may do the same with

re-inflated
WonderWoman, and Keith Glffen trotted out a 
new Justice League to sate our desire for 
comic that read Hke a really good sM-corn.

â e.
cj.KÏ

QB /'
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StPerezFantastic Four. I • Moebius has been around a long time before 
I the 80’s, but H was in recent years that his work 
I has btm brouaht over here to caoture the
■ attention and praise he 
I Comics, Inder their Epic imprint, have been 
I publishing a series of gnçhlc nor si i by
■ Moebius (11 in the series so far). Mind-blowing 
I stuff. Get H before It gets you.

Ibéi

• Los Bros. Hernandez, being Jaime, GHbert,
and sometimes Mario, exposed us to the

town In Mexico, and the barrio’s of east LA,8 and with such storyteWng flak and visualReading 
the Bruns 
saved our 
marriage!!

Li,ajj/L
'

Impact that Love S Rockets commands an
I extremely loyal and growing leadership. They 
! even got their comic's title ripped off by the 
I former members of Bauheus!
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prints were woven out of a 
very flat variety of African 
grass and they woe framed on 
black cloth. The pictures on 
the prints were made out of 
thin slices of wood firmly 
glued onto the background. 
The prints consisted of various 
themes such as elephants, 
zebras, and birds and people 
preparing food in their villages. 
My favorite print that of two 
elephants - a mother and baby - 
staring directly out at the 
Greater (sic).

And last but not least were 
the African baskets and hand
bags. The baskets were made 
out of lightly woven straw, and 
were trimmed with green, 
purple and fuchsia colours. I 

' prefared the handbags myself.
The handbags were make 

with more intriguing colours 
and complicated pattern, they 
also were much stronger in that 
the straps were made out of 
brick-red leather and the weavr

Some 
Wonderful 
Gift Ideas

CHSR PROGRAMMING
MUSC

8AMMAFACAN 6PMSU
8AMSUCHINESE

CHRISTIAN
CLASSICAL

3PMSU
10:16AMM
BAMTU
8AMTH
4PMSU
9PMTUCOUNTRY

DANCE/ACID 8PMF
530PM
730PM

W
MFOLK 11PMSUHARDCORE

INDIAN
INDUSTRIAL

7PMSU
1 0-1- l 8PMSU

8AMFJAZZ
430SA
1ZAMTHMETAL
130PMF
6PMSA

Sameera Hanif reviews an 
exhibition of crafts in Fredericton

10AMTHMOTOWN/SOUL E8AMSA
2PMSUMALAYSIAN - 

REQBAE 730PMTU
10PMSA

ARTS/DRAM A/LITE RATURE
7PMTHARTS WEEKLY 

AFRICAN SHORT 
STORIES 
FINE LINES

10AMMpinkish grey which depicted 
swans, women carrying vases, 
and a few African men. There 
were also a few plates, vases 
and a candlestick holder. How
ever, my favourite was the 
smooth circular carving of a 
man in a sitting position con
veying the idea of deep philo
sophical thought

There were also several 
wooden animals. There were 
wooden creations of giraffes, 
zebras, hippotamus. rhino- 
saurus, lions, and elephants. 
The elephants' tusks did not 
consist of real ivory, but 
plastic elephants because ele
phants have to be killed to 
acquire it and they are growing 
more and more endangered.

There were also miniatures 
of these wooden animals on 
top of wooden circles which I 
was convinced were barrels 
until someone pointed out they 
were napkin holders. They are

selling quite well.
The colourful jewelry really 

caught my eye and the prices 
were good for authentic African 
jewelry - a mere $9.95 for 
earrings and $15.00 for neck
laces. The earrings consisted 
of wooden animals, glass and 
plastic beads, and pieces of 
circular, square and triangular 
metal. All those earring dazz
led my eyes because, being 
displayed together, they created 
an intensely bright mish-mash 
of colour. The necklaces were 
intricately woven beads which 
were mostly white, blue, red 
and black.

The bracelets consisted of 
brass and copper. They were 
beautifully woven together out 
of two or three different colors 
of metal which were copper, 
silva, and gold.

Somethings that would look 
wonderful on anyone's bedroom 
wall were the prints. The

A couple of days ago, I was 
down at the Regent Craft 
Galloy and happily viewed the 

» , Out of Africa Heritage exhibit
This exhibit was brought to 

the gallery from the private 
collection of Morra Gesicho. 
All the items of the exhibit are 
made in different localities 
around Africa including Gusii, 
Ulcambani, Bogene, Kikuyuni, 
and Nairobi. The wonderful 
creations consisted of Kisii 
soapstones, wood carvings,

. pastel on leafs, woven baskets 
and trap, and jewelry.

The soapstones were quite 
interesting and I was almost 
horrified to look at them for 
fear they may be the same as 
the ones at the National Ex
hibition Centre which I had 
previously reviewed, and re
viewed in depth. No, I was 
not bored or disappointed in the 
soap'stones at all. These part
icular soapstones were smooth

8AMw
PEACE/DEVELOPMENT ALZ 

ENVIRONMENT
7PMTUA HARD RAIN 

CONSIDER THE 
ALTERNATIVES " 

PEACE/CONFLICT F
RADIO PROJECT 
UN PERSPECTIVE

COMMUNITY ISSUES 
DIALOGUE ON ADDICTIONS

1PMTH

1PM b545PMSU

ing was must stronger.
This exhibit has been on for 

the last two weeks and will 
continue on until Christmas. 
As you can see the gift ideas 
are endless and endlessly fun! I 

. .who wouldn't be

7PMM
1PMWRIGHTS NOW 

WIMMINS SHOW 
L’ACADIE 
VOCE OF THE 

EAGLEFEATHER

The l 
finally < 
that the) 
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1130AMSA
4PMSA
830PMSU
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12PMM-FLUNCH BOX

ALL OUR VOICES M
FROM A DIFFERENT TU 

PERSPECTIVE 
SRC LIVEI
RADIO FARABUNDO F 
MARTI
EUROPEAN PROFILE SU

NEWS/SPORTS 
M-SU

1PMmean. . 
thrilled to pieces at the 
prospect of unwrapping a 
rhino, or a giraffe or even a 
soapstone carving of a deeply 
philosophical man?

1PM

630PM
1230PM
630PM
11:46AM

W
F

8PMBBC NEWS 
MAJOR CASTS 8AMM-F

8AM*
12PMSameera Hanif 12:46PM
6PM
530PM

SA-SU 1245PM
6PMi
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Opening Southside location

TUESDAY
Located at 403 Regent Street
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2-9* pizzas $11.49 
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BAM ' 16PM tiBAM -T^--6ti , 13PM
10:15AM u hiBAM
BAM . V
4PM
9PM
9PM
630PM
730PM
11PM
7PM

( u-l (liturs I ii!i I \ i.t h .mil M.irk Saxoiv Sl’OKls Di sk 453-4W3 Dl \I)U\K: luesdax, noon9PM
9AM
430
12AM T130PM •16PM
10AM RED BLOOMERS CRUSH 

B-BALL OPPONENTS
9AM
2PM
730PM
10PM

URE
7PM

10AM
9AM

TAU

7PM
1PM

1PM honours.
Both teams started slowly 

last Friday night as the 
Bloomers battled St. FX at the 
Aitken Center. Five minutes 
into the contest St. FX was 
leading by a score of only 4-2. 
It was at this point that the 
shots started to fall for the 
Bloomers and by half time the 
game was essentially over, 
with the Red Bloomers up by 
twenty, 36-16.

The second half amounted to 
what was essentially a team 
practice, as the team worked on 
their drills and coasted to an 
easy 74-48 victory. Leading the 
way was game high scorer Kara

by Marie Savoie mistakes and a great many 
errant passes. This aggressive 
style also created opportunities 
for steals, enabling the team to 
go on several lengthy runs.

The team enters the 
Christmas break with a 
disappointing 3-2 record. 
Although this is not the record 
they were hoping for, the way 
they have ended the term 
should give the team 
confidence for the second half 
of the season next term. The 
Bloomers will start the New 
Year at McGill for a three day 
tourney on January 5-7, before 
their next league action when 
they host UPEI.

Palmer with 20 points, witl 
Pauline Lordon and Jennifer 
Hale pitching in with 18 and 
17 points of their own.

Against SMU the next day 
the Aitken Center crowd saw 
more of the same, as the 
Bloomers once again took a 
slow paced start (leading 13-7 
with 10 minutes left to the 
first haB) and translated it to an 
insurmountable half time lead. 
The half ended ' with SMU 
trailing 46-25 and the game 
was all but over.

The only question in the 
second half was whether the 
Bloomers could reach 100 
points. They fell short of that

target by 11, to win by a huge 
89-48 final score. Sl Mary's 
was completely unable to halt 
UNB's peripheral shooting 
game, as outside shooters 
Jennifer Hale and Pauline 
Lordon struck for 25 and 22 
points respectively.

One of die . keys for the 
Bloomers last weekend was 
their defense. While their 
offense was misfiring at the 
start of each game their play at 
the defensive end of the court 
prevented the opposition an 
opportunity for an early lead. 
The Bloomers employed a very 
aggressive full court press for 
Tnost of the weekend, forcing

5:45PM

;s
7PM
1PM

The UNB Red Bloomers 
finally exhibited the ability 
that they've long known that 
they had with two dominating 
wins last weekend against Sl 
FX and SMU. These were team 
wins, with all players 
contributing with solid efforts. 
To top off the team's collective 
excellence came outstanding 
individual performances from 
Pauline Lordon, Jennifer Hale, 
and Kara Palmer. Jennifer 
Hale's efforts won her UNB 
Female Athlete-of-the-Week

1130AM
4PM
830PM

IS
12PM
1PM
1PM

630PM
1230PM
630PM
11:45AM

8PM
8AM
9AM*
12PM
12:46PM
5PM
530PM
12:45PM
6PM

REBELS DESTROY MEMORIAL
feels that the team is finally playing up player of whom it is hoped that he will 
to the level shown one month ago provide some depth as a center blacker, 
against Dalhousie.

by Mark Savoie
a •

Also seeing action off the bench was 
Jeff Foot, who filled in admirably for 
Bryan Gauthier. Aside from this and 

phuoby CBen vie™*» other minor
The UNB Rebels easily defeated 

the Memorial Univereityof Newfound
land Beothuks in l~
AUAA Men's Vol- 1 
leyball action at the I 
Main Gym last I 
weekend. Memorial I 
has been the bottom I 
team in the confer- I 
ence thus far and a M 
victory had been ■ 
expected, but the I 
fact that the Rebels ■ 
were finally able to ■ 
sweep a weekend I 
without dropping a I 
game is a positive I 
way to end the term. P 

Last Saturday's | 
match started well I 
for the Rebels, as I 
they opened the first I 
two games quickly. I 
The killer instinct I 
was lacking how- I 
ever, and in both 1 
games Memorial E 
was allowed to | 
climb back into con
tention before fi
nally being put off JE 
by UNB. In the third fiti 
game MUN was I 
uncompetitive and I 
the Rebels had their BE

Rebels Sweep Weekend Ichanges. 
Coach Be
langer has 
stayed almost 
exclusively 
with his start
ing lineup of 
GuyGallibois, 
Nathan Stairs,

I M«
X 5 *1\ÏÜE

Mark Thome, 
Geoff Colter, 
Bryan Gauth-

• 4M CiLSW'i Jm V*» Ttm'pr HÊ0

on _ ___  " BP ■ 1

■ RTFSM-j Jl JL-vkJ
g». . andier..r* Claude Culli-

)F THEnan.

Ik1"* • SThe Rebels 
end the fall 
term in third 

' place in the 
team 

league. They 
are only two 
points behind 
UdeM in the 
chase for Ac 
second and 
final playoff 
spot, but arc 
probably out 
of contention 
to beat out 
Dalhousie for 
the right to 
host the finals. 
The Rebels

Belanger wax plem'ed with e* f” ta
mam'sinrtLry.anrlw.x.lsoh.ppy.o 7^*?," M”'K"
have the opportunity to siv« Dan «” U*M. A double vicuy
MacEvoy some game experience. m*1 •*“> ““ ““"d J*“
MacEtfoy is a Converted basketball uriwouMprov.de..Uemendous.boos,

g»reet MM
;i H

snnifer Hale of Truro, NS Glen» Read of Fredei 
been chosen aa this week's NB has been named as *i 
~ Hi Atitieie-of-the week's UNB Male Athlete 

»d year Science die Week. The second 
l the basketball student had been elec
to two victories captain earlier in the ______
end; 74-48 over the basketball Red Raiders and 

Sl FX and 89-48 over SMU. provided the necessary 
in the St. FX game Jennifer leadership on and off the court 
had 17 points, 8 steals, 6 as Ute team struggled through a

tough weekend. Glen scored 
points in a loss to Sl FX and 

had 23 points, 4 scored 17 points in a close, 
. and 5 assis*. According tough loss to SMU His

" 1 Milton, "This was season avenge thus far is 15.4
?.finitely Jennifer's best points per game. Ae, *'

Red Bloomer. Coach Wright, C
ball extremely developed into a i

x... ps 8 leader anx. . s - ity 
players, court has just beg; ,vl hai, V J &

four

m 5
The

....... V:

for-
■

...vg,,, « Wn.
jssm........... -

l È

first match sweep
(15-9,15-12,15-1). Guy Gallibois and Bryan Gauthier put up two man block against MUN.

They continued this level of play on 
Sunday as well, again dominating the 
match and again coming away «nh a 
three game sweep (15-3, 15-6,15-7).
The issue was never in question for

as a
the

to

>us! » . .a

ft_... ,l n^..i p.i,É ________
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RAIDERS END TERM WINLESS
did a fairly decent job but still The Raiders still have over a This was the worst game this for UNB was Glenn Read with 17 
lost 98-91 to St. Mary's. half season of basketball to play, season for UNB. The first half points. Big man Jamie Watt

There will be no more Friday night UNB hosted the They have 10 conference games was very poor to say the least In came up with 16 points for the
Raiders basketball this term. The St. FX team at the Aitken and will have home court ad- the second half UNB was again Raiders.
Raiders have ended the term Center. The first half was all St vantage in most of these games, outscored by the St. FX team.

„ winless and will not return to the FX. UNB scored only 13 points According to coach Wright, "The Top scorer for UNB was Vinod with this game after the bad per-
court until January 16, 1990. in the first half. SL FX went into tough part of the season is over." Nair with only 10 points. formance the night before. The
Last weekend the Raiders dropped the locker room leading 46-13 at That remains to be seen, but, Saturday's game was much guys played very hard and ended 
two games. Friday night the the half. UNB made a good UNB will have a complete team, better for the UNB team. They the term off well. SL Mary's was 
Raiders lost a humiliating game comeback effort in the second All injured players will be back lost the game to St. Mary's but helped by the 32 points contri
te Sl FX by a score of 94-53. half scoring forty points. How- for the second term. That means only by seven points. At the end buted to their team by Brian
Saturday, the Raiders were look- ever, it was not enough. SL FX Bryan Elliot will be back from of the first half St. Mary's was Thompson. UNB has shown that
ing to redeem themselves. They easily defeated UNB 94-53. his injury. UNB still has a shot leading by a score of 53-42. The they are capable of winning

at the play-offs. game ended with St. Mary's games, and next term they will
This term hasn't gone without winning 98-91. The top scorer push to prove it. 

friction. Recently co-captain 
Paul Watts has decided to quite 
the team. Watts wasn't hapffy 
with the playing time he was 
getting. The fact that he also 
graduates at Christmas and claims 
these as the cause for his resig
nation. "We parted friends. It 
was just one of those things." 
said Wright.

Coming to the helm in place 
| of Watts will be top scorer for 

UNB Glenn Read. Read, who 
was named UNB Athlete-of-the-

by Kelly Craig

b>

Coach Wright was pleased
U.N.: 

1989 was 
pair of ALL 
titles. The 
dominated 
hockey op 
long and ca 
tide in Hal 
the Red I 
AUAA crc 
Antigonish 
ion. TheU 
second to 
portion oft 
saw the s 
rebound fr 
year ago ir 
to make th 
hosted th<
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REDS
FALL TO 3-3;*

r «
downed 15-2 by the superior 
Moncton team.

At this stage of the season, 
rookie head coach Mark 
Thibault believes that his team 
is where they should be. The 
Reds have had two victories 
against St.Fx and a split with 
SMU to combine with last 
weekend's performance.

The Reds begin the season 
early in the new year. On the 
sixth and seventh of January, 
the team plays UPEI in 
Charlottetown for a pair of 
matches. The following week
end, the Reds play the Acadia 
Axettes for two games at the 
Main Gym.

by Tim Lynch

The UNB Reds dropped a 
weekend decision to the Uni
versity of Moncton Blue An
gels last Saturday in Moncton. 
In fact, the Reds were swept 
three games straight. Their re
cord now stands at three wins 
against three losses.

The Blue Angels were in 
control of the match from the 
outseL The won the opening 
game 15-4 determined to make 
the match a sweep. Game two 
saw the Blue Angels victorious 
by a 15-6 count. The results 
were not any better in game 
three for the Reds. They were

: Week was nominated by his 
teammates. Nova Scotia was re
cently suspended from the team.

m'
The Raiders enter into the 

holidays winless. Next tom they 
U will be back after a long break 

and will be looking for a win. 
1 Will they get one? Stay tuned! 

Next home fame is January 18th 
against the University of Maine 
Fort Kent. Next league game is 
Jan. 16,1990.

Jr ■

fll-
photo by A1 Johnstone

Roy Cocciolo launches a shot in action against SMU at the AUC.

JUNO AWARD
for 'Best Canadian Jazz Mburn 1988

The Brunswickanif

Canada's oldest official student publication
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lead with 17 
famie Watt 
lints for the 1-0 loss. Game two was a 3- led the Red Hamers as they team placed first while Dal’s bounded from last year’s sea

son with an
by Tim Lynch

2 setback at
was pleased 
the bad per- 
before. The 
d and ended 
, Mary's was 
Dints contri- 
n by Brian 
$ shown that 
of winning 
m they will

the hands of 
York Univer
sity of Cal
gary in the 
consolation

appearance m 
the AUAA 
final. Unfor
tunately for 
the Shirts, 
they played 
the only team 
which was 
capable of de
feating them 
during regu
lar season 
play - the St. 
Mary’s Hus
kies. SMU 
repeated their 
regular sea
son perform
ance with a 4-

U.N.B.’s fall term of 
1989 was highlighted by a 
pair of AUAA championship 
titles. The UNB Red Sticks 
dominated their AUAA field

:
match, Inci- 

hockey opposition all year dentally, Vic-
long and captured the AUAA toria defeated 
tide in Halifax. Meanwhile,

moi

York 2-1 to
the Red Harriers won the win the CI AU
AUAA cross country meet in dde 
Antigonish in thrilling fash
ion. The Lady Harriers placed 
second to Dalhousie in their

...
Third- 

year player
Joan Robere 

portion of the meet. 1989 also ied t^e AU A 
saw the soccer Red Shirts

i-3
Ie superior with fourteen *

goals. As a f 
year ago in which they failed resuit> she
to make the playoffs as they 
hosted the AUAA touma-

rebound from a season of one
he season, 
ch Mark 
it his team 
i be. The 
> victories 
split with 
with last

The Red Sticks Were Undefeated Until The CIAU's
the AUAA All-star team, and were both selected as AUAA Lucy Smith won the race, o victory in the final. The

all-stars. The University of Also, UNB head coach Rick University of British Colum-
Manitoba won its second Hull was named AUAA cross bia eventually defeated SMU
straight C1AU championship country coach of the year, 
while UNB placed in seventh 
spot out of

was named to

x. 1-0 in the CIAU final.
the season 
ir. On the 
if January, 
UPEI in 
a pair of 
zing week- 
the Acadia 
mes at the

Head coach Gary 
Brown guided 
the Shirts to a 
national rank
ing of eight at 
season’s end. 
Both jamie Pol
lock and Jamie 
Oake
named to the 
AUAA all-star 
team. In addi
tion, captain 

l Stewart Gallo
way, who fin
ished tied for 
second
league scoring * 
with 10 regular 

season goals, was selected as

the seven

HIPLIIS [
«?

teams com
peting.

The 
Lady Harri
ers finished a 
distant sec
ond 
Dalhousie in 
the AUAA

K

;i&

MSI
X were

F to
ïàp

988 ,

meet. Vet
eran runner 
Michelle 
Cormier, 
who
UNB’s top 
runner 
throughout the season, was

'

r
Phoiu by Glen Vienoeau

inwas
The Red Harriers proudly display their AUAA cross country title.

Phuio by Obn Vta»*eB

Red Sticks' Joyce Slipp and Harriers' Coach Rick Hull 
The Toast of the AUAA

she was alsonamed as aCIAU 
All Canadian First Team 

SMU in the final at Chapman Member. She was joined on
the AUAA all-star team with 
a pair of rookies. Kelly 
McCormack, who was se- 

The Red Sticks went lected ^ AUAA Rookie 
through their regular season 0fthe Year, and Josette Babin- 
undefeated. In fact, the Sticks were named to the team,
earned the right to host the
AUAA tournament, but head named ^ AUAA and CIAU 
coach J oyce Slipp decided to fte]d hockey coach of the year, 
stage the event in St. Mary’s
on their astroturf field. This RED AND LADY HARRI- 
tactic paid dividends as UNB 
advanced to the CIAU cham
pionships in Toronto with a 1- 
0 win over SMU in the finals.
At the CIAU tournament, 
however, the Sticks finished 
in sixth spot out of the six
teams present. Their opening advance to the CIAU champi- named to ihe AUAA all-star 
match with the University of 
.yictoria was a controversial

ment, eventually losing to

IL ■s
Field.

RED STICKS

É&iS ■Aiff-.,- #1 , I
■ft. dAs well, coach Slipp was * g Èb

4
. O

«Z1987 r / r r ri !ERS

«4The Red Harriers won 
their first AUAA title since

r

1986. They edged Dalhousie 
by a single point in the proc
ess and earned the right to

3M The Shirts Outclassed All Opposition Except SMU ph<*> by Join Stillwell

the AUAA’s most valuableRED SHIRTS
onship meet in Vancouver, team. At the CIAU meet, the player.
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* INTRAMURALS

:ICE HOCKEYWOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
CHAMPIONS

the Recreation Office when Women-s VolleybaU League 
Merry Christmas and all the best classes begin in January. The 
in 1990. ENTRY DEADLINE for the

following winter sports is 
TUESDAY, JANUARY 16

Best of Luck with exams.

C'

>;
Practice time for IntramuralCongratulations to the 

champions of Women's1 Hockey resumes on January 8, 
Intramural Basketball. "McLeod 1990. Teams may register at the 
House" won their victory with a Recreation Office between 12:00 
hard battle against the "Red and 4:00 pm. Game schedules for 
Slicks" who fought to the‘end second semester will also be 
but had to settle for a second available by December 18. 
place finish in the final game.

Men's Indoor Soccer 
Men's Volleyball 

* Coed Volleyball League 
Coed Hockey League

Bobby Keays 
Intramural Hockey Coordinator 1990.

WINTER INTRAMURAL 
PROGRAM p a i Mm 1 lsS

OF THE MOm™

. ■■■ ,.<

I would like to thank all 
"Lady Dunn I” took third place players and staff for a successful 
anil the "Road Runners" finished first term of hockey. I am already Winter Term Intramural Program, 
fourth out of nine teams.

Members of the McLeod team the New Year, 
arc as follows: Wendy Carpenter,
Christa Wheeler, Crystal W nd,
Kelly Haslan, Holly Bed rd,
Lcanne Crowe, Christine 
Wellings, Julie Hoffman, Carla 
Miichell, and Melanie Lloyd.

Plans are underway for the

.-,5looking forward to resuming in Get a group of your friends
together or register individually at

aiESnZB îïïkSS- •”
h. The first year thc-Month for th. 
student had a strong November, as he c

am. Peggy has b^Tmember Red Devils. The i 
-f the Qnebec Canada Games Physical Education s—-- 
'earn and a national finalist in goals and 2 assists to lead
------ ast. Her accomplishments Red Devils to a victory <

month include: 2nd in the unbeaten LIPEI6 -4, and to «
2nd in the 100 FREE, owr arch rival MT A. 6 - 

„ the 200 BACK, and first a reward f« his outetandm
___ 100 BACK which qualified op the weekend, Den w«*
her for the CIAU's and is one of as the Coca Cola Pla> 
the top 10 times reconied in the Game for both games, 
country this year. According to Ken was named as AUAA CaS Oliver, -P4ggVS Alljleie-of-the-Wceilfortbewrel

vc.satitoy and demonstrated ÜW tlic-Week. So far this 
she is without a doubt the best Ken has 9 goals and 7 ass swimmer in tie conference." 16 points in only 9 gam.

qmtfeapable of con 
his dominating style ol

Pet *

:

Letter to the Sports Editor
;

you agree or disagree. I would 
very much appreciate a reply.

I am writing to you in 
Remember that another reference to your search for a 

women's basketball league will team name for the female 
start next term in the month of soccer team if there ever was to 
February. Keep an eye out for the be one. The name I would 
entry deadline. Andrea Gaudet

• i

Yours sincerely 
Michael O'Prayf ‘ *

suggest to you would be; THE 
IJNB RED STRIKERS 

However, if I could take this 
time to make another 
suggestion to you. Instead of 

activity on the Squash Ladder as having all sorts of different 
the term draws to a close. .The team names why don’t we have 
standings as of Monday, jusl one universal varsity 
December 4 were: Ted Fang (1). name, like UPEI; Mount 
Randy Goodleaf (2), Stephen Allison, and others. I strongly 
Rosenfeld (3), John McPhee (4), believe that one name would 
and Diran Oshagen (5). The even enhance school spirit I 
winner for the Fall Ladder will be feel that Red Devils would be a 
declared at 5:00 pm today, filling name for all teams. Do 
Registrations for the Winter term 
ladder will begin on Monday,
January 8, 1990. Entries will be 
placed on the board in the order 
they are received - Register early.

SQUASH LADDER 
There has been some frantic

Thanks for the reply Mike. 
You can pick up your free 
UNB Red Bombers T-shirt 
today at 12:30 in room 35 of 
the SUB. In fact, you were the 
only entrant but don't tell 
anybody.

Ed.
• v. '■iÉ wê If
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VICTORY MEAT MARKET twits the (Hjqhtot the (pjt%tx
,4* * l

Turns the night of the party 
When all through the house 
'Everyone was ready, even the mouse

The time s finally come 
We 've waited all year 
The annual Hidtop Christmas party is near

So schedule your plans 
(Don 't miss this big night 

Santa is coming 
(He's bookjd his flight

There 'll be music & prizes - it can 't be beat 
So come one and all andget a seat

It's December 19 don't foiget the date 
Come early, bring friends, don't be late!

, In closing your friends at the (Pub Uhf to say 
^ (Merry Christmas to ad, have a great holiday!
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League ju
BASKETBALL (M)BASKETBALL (W) HOCKEY (M)

S><zrBSg> km wit 1. Calgary (1)
2. Victoria (2)
3. Laurentian (3)
4. Regina (4)
5. Lethbridge (5)
6. McMaster 96) 
7.l-akehead(7)
8. Winnipeg (8)
9. P.E.I. (9)
10. Western (10)

1. St. FX* (2)
2. Western (3)
3. Victoria (5)
4. UBC (4)
5. Alberta (1)
6. Concordia (10)
7. Calgary (8)
8. Winnipeg (NR)
9. Manitoba (NR)
10. Guelph (7)-

1. Calgary (1)
2. Wilfrid Laurier (2)
3. Manitoba (4)
4. Moncton * (5)
5. York (3)
6. Alberta (6)
7. Waterloo (7)
8. Western (8)
9. UQTR (10)
10. UNB * (NR)
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SWIMMING (W) SWIMMING (M)
i

1. McGill (1)
2. Alberta (2)
3. Laval (3)
4. Toronto (4)
5. Montreal (5)
6. McMaster (6)
7. Western (7)
8. Calgary (8)
9. Guelph (9)
10. Waterloo (10)

1. Calgary (1)
2. McGill (2)
3. McMaster (3)
4. Laval (4)
5. Alberta (5)
6. Western (6)
7. Toronto (7)
8. Guelph (9)
9. Laurentian (8)
10. Waterloo (10)
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mtintinad
VOLLEYBALL (W) VOLLEYBALL (M)

imrw
d Bloomers - a neat reporter.

a Utter to the Sports ‘Editor abut

1. Manitoba (1)
2. UBC (2)
3. Victoria (3)
4. Calgary (4)
5. Saskatchewan (5)
6. Regina (6)
7. Alberta (7)
8. York (8)
9. Ottawa (9)
10. Laval (10)

1. Manitoba (1>
2. Waterloo (2)
3. UBC (3)
4. Sherbrooke (4)
5. Saskatchewan (5)
6. Laval (6)
7. Alberta (7)
8. Calgary (8)
9. Victoria (9)
10. Western (10)
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r Wins over‘DaSmsie. STANDINGSAt* awpte

Vor ‘DeLuca ■ a new nose
■

: .w
- a middle (dockfr. 1 >; I ?.

the Beavers ■ the girls to do as wed as the guys.

forfrankJDenis Txn Lynch to stop editing his 
stories :^«ggglElMgg

-
IIOCKEY (MACADAM DIVISION) BASKETBALL (W) VOLLEYBALL (W)

■ W L T FOR AGN PI 
UDM 8 2 0 62 43 16
UNB 6 3 1 51 38 13
PEI 6 2 0 47 35 12
SHU 6 5 0 55 52 12
MIA 1 7 0 31 46 2

W L T FOR AGN PT
0 0 294 220 10
0 0 223 145 6 . Ml X 8
2 0 342 283 5
1 0 175 131 4
1 0 142 99
2 0 101 145 0
4 0 148 238 0
4 0 141 305 0

MP MW ML GW Q. PTS 
0 24 1 16
2 19 9 12
0 15 1 10
1 15 4 10
3 11 10 6
4 9 15 4
5 0 15 0
6 1 18 0
7 3 24 0

ACA 5 UDM 8 8It PEI 3 6
UNU 3 
DAI. 2 
SFX 1 
SMU 0 
MIX 0 
UCH 0

DAL 5 5
MIA 6 5
UNU 6 3
SMU 6 2
ACA 5 0
PEI 6 0
SIX 7 0

tryout xoith the Olympic team. 

ceS&pp ■ A fyd ‘Dome complete xoith red astroturf, 

for Scott MacDonald ■ a shutout.

Andy MrtKfiy ■ a one-way ticket bck.to ‘Toronto.
1 ■ ^

2

1
HB .

HOCKEY (KELLY DIVISION) BASKETBALL (M)

W L T FOR AGN PT 
ACA 5 4 0 38 28 10
DAL 4 3 0 32 29 8
SFX 4 6 0 31 43 8
UCIi 3 7 0 42 60 6
SMU 2 6 1 34 49 5

W L FOR AGN PTS
SIX 4 0 397 275 12
SMU 4 0 361 329 12
DAL 2 2 351 337 8
ACA 2 2 304 290 8

2 0 224 155 4
MUX 0 4 307 403 0
UNB 0 6 439 594 0

VOLLEYBALL (M)HPm
MP MW ML GW a. PTS 

0 21 4 14
4 16 18 10
5 15 17 8
7 5 21 0
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DAL 7 7
UDM 9 5
UNB 9 4
Ml X 7 «

liStPy ’■ PEI-TV
i dBtackfBears • a hit of fan appreciation.

St. TXs starting five.
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f - personal incorporation.
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tfteCSFL nercf. season to be as exfiting as the
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fortheifffL the Super Baud to be as expiring as the
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SKINNY RUNT!
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JmÇary Brawn ■ Stewart Çaâoway and Qtoff 

..Harvey to get a sixth year of eligibility.
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STUDENT UNION PAGE
AIESEC Dalhousie University Tour

- Sponsored bp the Health Sciences Society.
To be held Jan. 18,19 6 20th. flngone interested in Dentistry, 

Pharmacy, Physiotherapy and medicine should leave a messaye 
in the mailbox in Dean of Science office or HSS office, 
room 117 Bailey Hall mith info, of tour desired, name, 

phone no., faculty and year.
Limited spaces andbookinys being made before 

end of term ( 10 days left! ) so let us knoro if you roant 
to attend so that roe may include you.

AIESEC wishes to thank everyone very much for 
their tremendous support at our Christmas Dream Auction, 
held last Friday December 1st. We were able to fund raise 
approximately $1200!!! This money will be used to provide 
transport for AIESEC delegates to the National Conference 

1 in London, Ontario in early January.
I AIESEC would like to extend special thanks to Mari-

elle Angers, this year’s Dream Auction co-ordinator. Mari- 
. elle did an exceUent job in promoting the event as well as in 

\ motivating all AIESEC members to participate.
We would also like to thank McGinnis Landing for 

their donation of Wayne Gamble, our auctioneer, for the 
day. He kept the crowd in full of suspense the entire time 
and did a great job auctioning! Special thanks as well to 
Mr. Radio Shack (Mark Lockwood) in purchasing the 
$200.00 tuition, donated by the STUDENT UNION, and 
various other items for his support. We regret to inform you 
but toques are not an aphrodisiac! ! !

We extend our gratitude to all of the local businesses, 
who gave generous contributions. It was greatly appreciated 
and we look forward to your continued support.

By the way, Santa Claus wishes all of you a Very 
Merry X'mas and a Happy New Year!!!

......... . .................................,.... :........... ..........  ‘............... ................ ...... :..................... .A I
*

The Yearbook Staff and Student Union are going to try and 
have the 1990 Yearbook completed and ready for distribution 

by Graduation this coming May. Unlike last year, you will 
receive your Yearbook before leaving university. To make 
this'possible, however, the Yearbook staff must receive your 

individual Grad pictures before the end of February 
We apologize for any inconvenience, but feel 

this will better serve you.

Thank you, Chris Brittain
(Editor, Yearbook)

-'ll

On December 28, five UNB students will be attending 
the X WORLD UNIVERSITIES DEBATING CHAMPI
ONSHIPS in Glasgow, Scotland. All five students are 
members of the UNB Debating UNION. While in Glasgow, 
the students will compete using British Parliamentary Style 
debate against some of the most prestigious universities in 
the world. More than 15 different countries will be repre
sented with teams already registered from the U.S.S.R., 
Japan, India, U.S.A. Canada, and Australia to name a few.

This marks the second time in recent years that 
U.N.B. will be represented at this prestigious tournament. 
The honorary patron of the tournament is Her Royal High
ness, the Princess Royal. She will be present for the final 
round of Debate. Competing are Kapil Kamra, Derek 
Junnett, Kevin Boürque and Jason Bums. James Gill will be 
attending as a judge.

U.N.B.’s attendance at this tournament is just an 
example of how the U.N.B. Debating Union is being re
vived once again. The UNION has also been represented at 
the Hart House tournament in Toronto and the Dalhousie 
Mardi Gras tournament earlier this year. They are planning 
to field a team to the North American Model United Nations 
and the National Debating championships next term.

The Debating Union meets every Thursday evening at 
6:00 in Singer Hall room 351. It’s meetings have been 
ended for this term but will be starting again early next term. 
All are welcome.

V a

UN3 Legal Information Programmeil»

! Legal Consultation Service

1 lie legal Consultation Service is an initiative which has been designed by 
your Student Union to assist individual students with any legal problem 
they may encounter. Organized by the UNB Legal Information Pro
gramme, this service is ottered tree of charge to UNB students.

Whnt.isjt?

How does It work? The Student Union has made arrangements with the Fredericton law 
firm Graser, Smith, and Townsend to maintain office hours on campus 
one evening each week Students who leel they may have alegal 
problem may book appointments to meet with the participating lawyer 
through the offices of the UNB Student Union. During a consultation, 
the lawyer will listen to and assess the problem and advise as to the 
student’s best course of action.

P !i

krk
A lawyer will be available on Tuesday evening each week between the 
hours of 7:00 pm & 9:00 pm.

When?
' >■

Whore,? Consultations will be held in Seminar Room 26 on the ground floor of 
Ludlow Hall, the Faculty of law building.

* ♦.

L " VIS

PLEASE NOTE: STUDENTS MUST HAVE AN APPOINTMENT IN ORDER 
TO MEET WITH THE LAWYER. APPOINTMENTS MAY 
BE BOOKED BY VISITING THE STUDENT UNION 
OFFICE, ROOM 126 IN THE SUB, OR BY TELEPHONING 
453-4955.

♦>

N
s.

Kapil Kamra■
>
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CHRISTMAS PARTY FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS 
DATE: Friday, December 8, 1989 
TIME: 2:00 pm - 5:00 pm 
Place: Lounge, Alumni Memorial Building 
All international student* are invites. Come and bring a friend.

CHRISTMAS LUNCHEON FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS 
Date: December 25, 1989 
Time: 12:00 noon
Place: Lounge, Alumni Memorial Building.
Contact the ISA Office for tickets.

s
YM-YWCA On December 9 the Fredericton YM-YWCA us offering a 5 hour heartsaver souse for those

people interested in learning CJP.R.
The course begins at 1:00 pm and upon completion, the participants will receive certification with the N.B

Heart and Stroke Foundation.

On December 9 and 10 the Fredericton Aikido Club will be hosting their first weekend seminar with the 
help of Claude Berthiaume a fourth degree black belt from Montreal. If you would like to learn more about 

this non aggressive approach to self defense join us at the YM0TWCA on December 9 and 10.

For more information contact Sheri at 458-1186.

ROB BASE ROCK BAND in concert at the Aitken Centre Dec. 8, 8:00 pm. Tickets $17.50 in
advance, $22 at the door. 453-3555.

THE CULT in concert at the Aitken Centre Dec 8 -10 7:30 pm. Tickets $21.50.453-3555

MIDNIGHT MADNESS at the Fredericton Mall December 8th. 458-9229

FREDERICTON CONCERT AND MARCHING BAND will present a Christmas Concert at
Memorial Hall, UNB Dec 10 at 2:30 pm 453-4623.

THF NYLONS in concert at the playhouse Dec 13 8:00 pm. tickets $20, reserved seating.458-8344.

UNB/UMO STUDENT EXCHANGE 
Pay your fees at UNB: ATTEND the University of Maine in Orcsiol 
FIVE EXCHANGE PLACES are available in this Exchange program. More 
information and application foims available at :

International Student Advisor's Office 
Room 18
Alumni Memorial Building 
UNB Campus

Application Deadline: Friday, February 9th, 1990

UNB/UMO SCHOLARSHIPS
THREE SCHOLARSHIPS are available for UNB students to attend the University of 

Maine in Orono for ONE YEAR.

rg-
sage

Scholarship includes : FULL TUITION plus
$500 CANADIAN for travel.

More information and application forms available at:
International Student Advisor’s Office 
Room 18
Alumni Memorial Building 

Application Deadline: Friday, February 9, 1990

OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING
Applications for the University owned apartments for married students "THE FRED 
MAGEE HOUSE - 780 Montgomery Street", are now being received at the Off- 
Campus Housing Office, Room 104, Residence Administration Building. For 
appointment call 453-4667, Monday to Thursday.
The new lease term starts May 1, 1990 to April 30,1991. All full-time married 
students with or without children can apply and single graduate students.

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
Who are interested in a 'Sharing Of Culture' project with Canadian Students. Please 
contact Professor Alan Sears at 453-3500 (leave a message) or International 
Student Advisor at 453-4860

- v

MOONLIGHT MADNESS downtown. Stores will remain open until 11 pm December 22.
Blood & Thunder Con’t

nil Need Spanking being so openly and rudely 
disrespectful towards a 

~I^W*W*WW Pr?.fe^or (or any other

On behalf of the Campus I was quite appalled to read 1 l “
Christian Community, I would the letter in last week's express’ iïïecawN ïm üî
like to extend an apology to the Brunswickan, written by fa®t shocked ^hat the
Rock Climbing Club for the Patrick Clements. How dare « “ ïfLwîî
remark which appeared in our he have the gall to question in , tt f „ , nnm-^-u n-
response to funding cuts in last,such a vile manner the Lnn,m,hfn!Lt 8

week's issue of the Brunswickan. intelligence of Professor 
The reference to the Rock ; Yaqzan. In fact, Patrick's letter 

Climbing Club was not meant to i is simply full of name-calling, 
single them out. We merely a tactic which only the feeble- 
wanted to say that all clubs on minded resort to. 
campus are exclusive to some I would suggest, Patrick, 
extent, since interests and that as an aspiring lawyer, you 
abilities of students differ on an learn how to argue in a 
individual basis. We do meaningful and decent manner, 
recognize, however, that a because otherwise you will not 
disabled person could join the get very far in a courtroom (or 
Rock Climbing Club to learn in life). Name-calling doesn't 
more about the sport, even if prove a thing. How childish - 
they could not partake in the you should be ashamed, 
activity. The same applies to the And being a law student,
Campus Christian Community - Patrick, you should know that 
you do not have to be a Christian unfounded accusations lacking 
to attend our activities. supporting evidence and

Our statement should have explanations are totally invalid, 
been expressed without reference As a student at this 
to any particular club on campus, university, or even as a human

being, you have no business

Apology
mm

ion

CANADA EMPLOYMENT CENTRE ON CAMPUSYour letter, Patrick, indicates 
that you either have not read all 
of the letters written by 
Professor Yaqzan, or you are 
unable to comprehend them. I 
thought that those involved in 
law had extensive (although 
wordy) vocabularies. English 
language dictionaries are 
available in the UNB bookstore 
at only a nominal price.

And through your letter, 
Patrick Clements, you have 
demonstrated a degree of 
imp udence and uncouthness 
that is not befitting of any 
human being. Again, you 
should be ashamed. You also 
need a good spanking.

Students,
We are receiving applications for summer employment for a number of positions.. 
Check with us as soon as possible.

jr

Employer Dl-aHfinp

Bell Northern Research 
DND Research 
Tourism Counsellor PEI 
College Pro (Managers) 
University Painters 
Bayshore Inn - Alberta 
Banff Film Lab 
Authentic Pools & Spas Ltd. 
Algonquin Hotel

Dec 15, 1989 
On Going 
Dec 22, 1989 
Jan. 1990 
Jan 11. 1990 
May 1, 1990 
ASAP 
ASAP
Jan 9, 1990

ewMvvs Ml9{ISfZRDr
Rev. Monte Peters 459-5673 or 450-2883 

Rev. Neville Cheeseman 453-5089 or 454-6507 
Dr. John Valk 459-5962 or 453-5089 
Alumni Memorial Building, Room 3

•v »
^ JNujma Yæjzan^

Embarrassed
Janice M. Legere 
Scnretarv/Treasurer

Coffee. Cookies and Fellowship: Every Friday afternoon 2:00-5:00. Drop by, meet 
some new people, drink some coffee, have some cookies and talk about what's 
im|x>riant. Monte Peters Residence, Apt 2 Bridges House. All welcome.

Sp.uihetti Suppers: Every Fri. 5:00 PM. Monte Peters' Residence, Apt 2 Bridges 
House. All welcome.

K
To the men of Neville,

This letter is being written 
in response to "Greater Efforts". 
In that letter, you chastised our 
House President but especially, 
Neill House as a whole. The 
letter you received from our 
President is certainly not the 
attitude that the Knights of Neill 

.wish to portray.
Had we known about your 

request, we would have been 
happy to donate or at least give 
you an appropriate response. 
Keith Morrison's response is 
definitely not indicative of the 
House* The majority of us are 
extremely embarrassed and do 
not wish to be placed in the 
same category as our 
"President???"

Please accept our apology for 
our President's actions, as we do 
believe in good causes like 
yours, unlike our President who 
unfortunately does not

Apologetically Yours 
The Knights of Neill

r -

Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship: Meeting every Tuesday evening 7:30 pm. 
Ta nan Lounge in the Alumni Memorial Building.

Volunteers: Volunteers urgently needed to assist in the planning and operations of 
religious services on campus: musicians, artists, readers, etc. Minimal time 
requirement. Contact Campus Ministry if you are interested, 453-5089 or 459-

1

Interpersonal Communication Skills. Atlantic School of Theology presents a series 
of television broadcasts over ASN Cannel 13, 9:00 - 10:30 am. Tues, December 
12tli: "Interpersonal Communication in Relationships and Behaviors (Part Three). 
Manipulative Game Playing in Behavior". For more information call John Valk 
459 5962 or 453-5089. .

"HAIR WITH YOU IN MIND" i
I

MIMSmmil WE USE AND RECOMMEND

PAUL MITCHELL* Worship Services.
Advent Worship Service - First of a series of three ecumenical services. Old Arts 
Chapel. Sun. Dec. 10 and 17, 7:00 pm.
Çatholic Masses - St Thomas Chapel: Mon - Fri 11:30 and 4:30; Sat 7:00 pm; , 
Sunday Masses 11:00 am A 4:00 pm
Anglican Eucharist - Sunday 11:00 am. Wed A Thun 12:30 pm. Old Arts Chapel.

604 Albert Street SALON HAIRCARE PRODUCTS

-WAXING
-PERMING
-MILITES
-CELLOPHANE

TREATMENTS

(fi 6
LU SToq U gD

St e gALBERTS!

] I
DUN DONALD

u $ 452-0110
’Student Discount ‘Free Parking* 

•Open Monday Through Saturday* 
•Free Consultation*E Catl_a f>
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[LASSlIFlEDS Classifieds are providià frog ql charge to members of the university community. All ads should be 25 words or, Jess and be 
accompanied by your NAME, -STUPENT NUMBER and PHONE NUMBER (or position in the university community). 
Without these, the ad will not be printed. Submit them in PRINTING to The Brunswickan, Rm 35, SUB, or drop them off 
in the box inside the office door. The DEADLINE for Classifieds is Tuesday at 12:00 noon.

me
Looking for Rob or Rod Kathleen Naylor.
Green! You called at 1:30
AM on Friday December 1, The UNB Beaver swim 
1989 and I would like to 
know who you are.

Magee House. Suitable for 
UNB/STY married couples, 
graduate students (married/ 
single) and single parents. 
$482/mnth with heat, utili
ties extra. 45801594. Laun
dry & parting available.

RESUMES
Professionally prepared on com

puter . Have your livelihood, 
education and skills characterized 
in a special style leading toward 

that all important interview. 
WORD PROCESSING 
Assignments, essays .let
ters, documents, spelling 

and grammarr verification, 
editing.

457-2502

FOR SALE O.i! 
V, i: 
nary 
E,is

1 pair Salomon SX81 ski 
boots, size 310(61/2 ladies 
or 5 mens). Excellent con- 

" dition. $175 Call 455-0130 
after 5;30 pm weekdays.

Team would like to thank 
Chris "Santa” Long and 
Labatt's Breweries for the

that
Sot

Kent, from Bridges, presents that helped make
I haven't seen you fora while out Xmas party great! 
but that doesn't mean I don't UNB Beaver Swim Team, 
think about you anymore. I 
hope that you have a great
Christmas. See you in Janu- The Brunswickan extends

warm wishes and gratitude 
to Chris Long & Labatt's 
for adding that extra some
thing to all our Xmas stock
ing. Have a great new year!

Cau
Dali

Furnished room in two bed
room apartment suitable for 
quiet nonsmoker. Hill area. 
15 minutes from campus. 
Available January 1 or ear
lier. Parking, 20 inch cable 
TV, microwave, laundry fa
cilities. $280/month avail
able until end of school year. 
Phone 455-6418 after 5:00.

The
the

Word Processing
(Word Perfect 5.0)

Editing and Proofreading

share expenses and driving. 
Call 455-1332 & ask for 
Geoff.

Sett
Poc

f TYPING \
Laura Anderson 

201 MacDonald Ave.
V 472-6309 J

AS
Female to share a two bed
room apt from Jan 1st to 
June 30th. Requesting a 
non-smoker and a studious 
student. Call 457-2953.

Call Any Time
Evening & Weekends

455-3516

Has
my
I w
end

To a girl in 2200:
I am the substrate.
You are my enzyme. 
Together we could catalyze 
Some saturation kinetics. 
Your lab or mine?
- The Biochem Bim

ary. P.S. - How about an
other game of poker? 
Signed Rose.

Available Dec 1. Cozy room 
in a 2 bedroom apartment. 
All utilities and apartment 
privileges are included in 
rent (cable TV). Only a 10 
minute walk from campus. 
Furnished or unfurnished, 
your choice. Asking $200/ 
mnth. Female preferred.

Queen sized, 4 poster wa- 
terbed for sale $300. Call 
Caroline 45203542 (days) 
or 459-8485 (nights).

!. . FOR SALE- bar fridge call
450-6503 after 5PM

WA drive to HALIFAX leav
ing Dec 22 for X-mas. Will
ing to share gas expenses.
Please call Dionne or leave 
a message at 455-5589/ At least one woman to stop

the birth of Earth's last 18-

Needed soon: S

9278.M
• year old male virgin on Dec. 

17th. His 3 male roommates 
are worried for Jason and 
would like any lovely la
dies to call 457-9505 and 
play an early Santa. Don't 
just think about it...DO IT, 
DO IT,& DO IT AGAIN! ! !

Apartment size fridge. Suit
able for student apt. Asking 
$65. For more info call 457- 
0711.

Need a drive to Truro Dec 
14 afternoon. Will share 
expenses (and/or driving - 
as needs be). Ask for Doug 
at 472-1892.

PROFESSIONAL WORD 
PROCESSING SERVICES 

Resumes, Letters, Reports

If]
gir

PROFESSIONAL 
WORD PROCESSING

-Resumes -Reports 
-Correspondence

-Essays - Coil Binding
Experience Bilingual 

Special low student

m>
He

Top Quality, Low Rates 
Fast Turnaround 

$1.25 / page

Tanya Matthews
455-0200

1980 Cheve-chevet, four- 
door, good working condi
tion. Ready for winter. 
Asking $500. Call 450- 
8412.

* 1 pair SX50 ski boots. Size 
9 in excellent condition. 
Asking $100 (neg). Call 
459-2612. Ask for Chris or 
leave message.

Jobs unlimited is an Em
ploy ment Agency for Men
tally Handicapped Adults.

rates
D The Brunswickan would 

We are looking for mature Uke to thank Costa Papista 
individuals to work as vo
cational trainers. This is

after 3ra<&rends of Moosehead breweries 
and the Social Club for 

challenging and exciting contributing to the good ToL.E.W. (EC1000) 
work. If you are interested 
drop off a resume at 1079 
York St.

Phone 459-5877. cheer & X-mas spirits at Why do you have such a 
their X-mas party last Sat- hate on for life? 
urday night. Much appreci- You are really a nice person
ated!

n
Large double room in base
ment apartment, all services 
included, Montgomery St, 
$200 per month. Day 453- 
3832, evenings 455-1442.

^*£ar stereo. Includes Alpine 
cassette deck, alpine power 
amplifier, alpine 6x9 speak
ers. 4 1/2 years left on war
ranty. Asking $625. Phone 
randy at 450-6520.

underneath or else I
Need a drive to Moncton on 
Dec 19. Will share gas ex
penses. Call Fern Daigle 
457-2356.

wouldn't want to be your 
To Chris Long and Labatt's friend. Please, let us carry

on as last discussed - at least 01Breweries:
"U At the tender age of nine, at school.

AMCMOVE OUT TODAY!

S ^W-cars^cDigi.
Ride offered to Ottawa. 

Leaving Dec. 15th (can 
leave late in day). Return in 
early Jan (date negotiable). 
Call Rob 454-9812 (if not 
home leave a message on 
machine).

PROFESSIONAL 
COMPUTYPE
Reports / Resumes 
Thesis / Graphics 

Margaret Pirie, BA. B.Ed

To the guy at the LBR cafe
teria:
Thank you for telling why I 
should use a fofrk. Who are 
you anyway, The Beaver 
Police?
Allan Legere.

r«iden“ « Unive;si.y 
Avenue to share with twoFM stereo. Excellent con

dition $200.
C\ graduate students. $215. a 

month utilités not included. 
Phone 454-9331 for further 
details.

t‘ i
1 pair Fischer Aerolite V.I.P 
skis (205cm) '88-'89 Model. 
Never used. No bindings 
ever installed. Brand new. 
Reg $385. Must sell fro $245 
or less. Carbon Graphite Re
inforcement. Call Chris at 

bridges rm 306 457-0780.

y i'
457-1108LOST & FOUND

* — To Bob & Mark
14 JITS flWflV

Approx. 3 weeks ago at my avid belief in Santa But still on our drunken 
Cosmo. 1 two tone light Clause was rudely dispelled minds
blue, 3/4 length Helly Han- by a thoughtless classmate- We can no longer wait until 
son jacket or great personal Twelve years later, at out May

r!?U?lo^SA UNB Beavers Christmas Because of the tingles in

ZTri k! !,48V Party« *y faith was re- ourbehinds considerable reward will be newed. From the whole Our bath tub is hot
®lven team, thanks for your sup- And our partners are sought

port all term, and Merry Come for a trip 
Christmas.
Sincerely,

WANTED LOST
[ '

1 female non-smoker 
needed to share a large, 
bright and warm 2 bedroom 
apartment downtown. Rent 
is $200/mnth forevery thing. 
Call evenings 455-1674.

>

It

TO RENT/TO LET
Desperately seeking a ride 
to Montreal anytime after 
12 noon on Dec 18. Will

Available from Dec 9 a 2 
bedroom apartment in

soon
And we'll sing you a tune 
L, is for the way you look at

PERSONALS
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4T-fe*. » [LHBBMEDB CONTINUEDand be
Ui.ityl
îeni off

Dominique Niro,
O, is for the only one I see Nothing lasts forever,
V, is very, very extraordi- So when you dump her,

I’ll become your passionate

ies for their greatly appreci- to thank Chris Long and UNsincerely Not yours, 
ated Christmas cheer. Labatt's for their help in "Us"
Management & Staff. making Pillar Pub HI a huge (the no longer naive)

success. Also, thanks for the

me

rtr swim 
5 to thank ( 
.vong and 
es for the 
ped make 
real! 
im Team.

nary
LS“,henmy0n' ,0TO1, blond and hot for

So have your sled ready you. Chris Long and Labatt's
Cause we 11 be seeingyourn ^Breweries for Supporting
Dalhouste From a deeply repressed ,out Christmas Pub. It was
There is always more, up in roommate who is in dire 
the north shore!!!

Christmas cheer from the 
new and old executive!! On behalf or Bridges House, 

We would like to thank* 
Special thanks to Chris Chris Long and Labatt's 
Long and Labatt's for their breweries for the support 
support and generous con- ^ have 8iven us 'hrou&h- 

— tributions thfÔügh'oût' the .*

;

need of a romantic date.
Depression has reached its 
peak. A passionate kiss is 
what she seeks. So, any 
gorgeous man, willing to fill

Setting your hair aflame 
Poopy & Pumpkin head. TYPTNG

$1.25 per page 
Format &

term.
-Tibbits Hall Thank you Mr. Jones for a 

great comic strip, keep up
McLeod 1116 S00*1 work!

Jon Lazar

n extends 
l gratitude 
k Labatt's 
ctra some- 
nas stock- 
new year!

A Sexy Italian Stallion,
Has become the object of her desire, Call 450-7009

and shell set you on fire.

MacKenzie
Hockey Team would like to 
thank Duane Chadwick of ^ 8UY *n Aitken House

„ ^ing„
Call Heather

455-6706

my affections,
I would pursue him to no 
end,

v

Moosehead Breweries for
their support and a Happy Thank y°u Beck> Bidlake 
Holiday Season. <and maln squeeze) for all

you have done for us.
The Men Of Aitken

Who are you romantic 
mystery man
"In hopes of something 
more!"? Where have ! seen 
you? Have I met you be
fore? The rose was sweet. 
Now when will we meet? 
Please send a clue as to my 
question "Who?"
- mo

PROFESSIONAL 
WORD PROCESSING

-Resumes -Reports 
-Correspondence

- Coil Binding

me.
d catalyze 
kinetics.

P.S. Cheers!greatly appreciated. Brian (Blue),
You know who you are!! o

Time to get Daytona Down Did you really think you *
could fool so many for so

-Essays
Experience Bilingual 

Special low student rates?
im

Payments in for March 
Break Trip. Call Mike lon8?! Ti7
Regan 459-3317 to set up faculty.....the girls in Phys. £
merino Ed are on to you! Take a r8* hint, you $#@ * % ! ! ! Give it ,

iio:a new
i

If he wasn't attached to a
girlfriend,'He has become Hotel Bathurst wishes to

extend its thanks to Chris 
He goes by the name of Long and Labatt's Brewer-

L WORD 
ER VICES 

Reports

i., *i

*.
my worshipped hero, The Engineering Under- UP- 

graduate Society would like
• •

%»w Rates 
ound
ige
thews

ONLY FIVE MONTHS !Û

SUCH A SHORT TERM 
INVESTMENT ! LONG SLEEVES 

SWEATPANTS 
SWEATSHIRTS

KX))

THOUSANDS OF 
T-SHIRTS __

■.1 -11 :’l n.i.u«u

rt such a

ice person 
else I 
be your 

: us carry 
d - at least

SUCH LONG TERM REWARDS !
Obtain the practical computer skills you need for employment 

„ from a school that has an 
excellent job placement record. A

. '■ MICROCOMPUTER OPERATOR
February 1 - June 28,1990

,BR cafe-

ing why I 
Who are 

e Beaver

T
One thing is certain in an uncertain future - new opportuni
ties in the world of business will continue to open for people

with office skills.
Lj Di ■ .v3U  ̂ | t

fouprices

95 YORK ST., FREDERICTON

SECRETARY RECEPTIONIST
February 1 - June 28,1990 458-1336

................................................................................. .SY DON'T YOU MAKE A
drunken ■■ ■

il«
wait until Wi I mis

fOUHFUH 

TAKES

ingles in

E MONTHS !
Till

it
ÉÜhre sought

ATLANTIC BUSINESS COLLEGE 
130 Carleton Street, Fredericton, N.B. 

ph. 450-1408

%ion

WE DO CUSTOM ORDERS FAST!!u a tune 
)u look at

• %

■rt!
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* Issue has small insert advertising films 
Issue has insert "Rolling Stoned"*#



Notes: THE BRUNSWICKAN 1989, page 2.

December 1 p. 29 Small section printed in green 
ink, small and difficult to read
Print in box at lower right is 
difficult to read
Negative text
Negative ad

p. 31

December 8 P- 4
p. 31

THE BRUNSWICKAN, January - April 1990
Page has negative ad
Small insert advertising films
Pages have negative ads
Page has negative headline and 
picture for article
Entire page is negative ad
Page has negative ad
Pages have exam schedule, 
filmed together.
17 - 20, 15, 16,
Page has negative ad
Pages has negative ads
These pages are U.N.B. Continuing 
Education course listings, 
sequence:
This issue has a colour insert 
advertisement for General Motors
Negative ad

January 12 p. 14
p. 16
p. 19 & 20

January 26 p. 6

p. 30
February 9 p. 31
February 16 p. 15 & 16 & To be 

Page sequence : 
21, 22

22

March 9 p. 14
March 16 p. 9 & 10

p. 19 & 20 
25 & 26 Page

21 - 24, 19, 20, 25, 26

r
March 23 p. 2

p. 17 & 18 & 
21 & 22 These pages have the exam schedule 

printed sideways.
19 - 22, 17, 18, Page sequence: 

23, 24



Notes: THE BRUNSWICKAN 1989 - 1990, page 3.
March 30 Negative ad

Article with grey silhouette 
superimposed on print which makes 
reading difficult
Article with grey silhouette 
superimposed on print which make 
reading difficult

p. 2
p. 27

April 6 p. 8

p. 26 Page has dark splotches 
(intentional) which makes some 
print difficult to read
Section in redp. 28

April 9 This issue is smaller than 
previous issues
Has unnumbered (12 pages) insert 
"Rolling Stoned"

DECEMBER 29, 1992
pg


